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ABSTRACT
Most people are aware of the importance of oral communication s k i l ls  
for those business people who are asked to give oral reports or to 
speak a t special gatherings. However, the oral communication s k i l ls  
needed in employment are often not recognized, even by the individuals  
who are involved.
This researcher found that while the business community 1s aware of 
the importance of oral communication, l i t t l e  has been done by business 
people or educators to promote the teaching of oral communication s k il ls  
to the labor force in positions not requiring college education.
The purpose of this study was to survey vocational-technical 
educators, employers and employees to determine th e ir  perceptions of the 
oral communication s k i l ls  needed fo r men and women in vocational- 
technical employment.
A series of questionnaires and interviews were used to gather 
substantive data to test the null hypothesis: There is no relationship
between the achievement of selected oral communication competencies and 
the supervisory le v e l, self-perceived job performance, and s e l f ­
perceived job satisfaction among individuals with vocational-technical 
tra i ning.
The questionnaire sent to educators and employers contained 
seventeen competency-based oral communication s k i l ls  which are job- 
related. These were drawn from oral communication competencies found 
in many competency-based educational programs and presented as behaviorally- 
stated objectives.
The recipients were asked to rank each statement as to its  importance 
in employment. Six statements were regarded as necessary fo r employment 
by over seventy percent o f the educators and employers who responded.
These are (1) listens to others, understands directions given by others,
(2) asks questions when in doubt without hes ita tion, (3) communicates 
directions c le a r ly , (4) responds to questions asked by others, (5) a r t ic ­
ulates and pronounces words c learly  so others can understand, and 
(6) communicates ideas to co-workers.
The educators and employers agreed that of the seventeen competencies 
given, the a b i l i ty  to "talk before a group or in a one-to-one setting  
and present information c le a r ly ,  accurately, and interestingly" was the 
least needed s k i l l .
A review of existing vocational-technical programs in this area 
revealed that l i t t l e  or no emphasis is placed on providing vocational- 
technical trainees with needed s k i l ls  in oral communication,
A th ird  questionnaire was sent to recent graduates of vocational- 
technical programs in the New Orleans metropolitan area to determine the 
extent to which these individuals had gained oral communication 
competencies and the e ffe c t of th e ir  speaking s k i l ls  on th e ir  
employment.
The respondents were employed in sixteen vocational or technical 
occupations with the largest percentage being in welding and o ffice  
occupations. Over seventy-nine percent of the respondents were between 
the ages of twenty and th i r ty - f iv e .  F if ty -s ix  percent of the respondents 
were women.
x
Only eight percent of the respondents were not native Americans. 
Forty-six percent were white and fo rty -s ix  percent were black.
The responses of these employees as to the amount of training  
acquired in the six communication s k i l ls  and the need for these s k i l ls  
in th e ir  jobs were analyzed. I t  was determined that a positive  
correlation does exist between the acquisition of selected oral 
comnunication competencies and supervisory le v e l,  salary, self-perceived  
job performance and self-perceived job satis faction .
INTRODUCTION
Peter Drucker wrote his f i r s t  book on management over twenty years 
ago. In that book he stated that the biggest problem in business was 
communication. Drucker has recently completed another book, Management, 
in which he states that the biggest problem in business today 1s 
communicationJ Much has been learned about the management of business 
in the past twenty years, but l i t t l e  has been done to Improve the 
necessary communication s k i l ls .
One possible explanation fo r this fa i lu re  in communication is the 
assumption on the part o f many people that i f  a person has attended 
school for a s ign if ican t number of years, that person can communicate 
o ra lly .  For example, Robert A. Kowalski, Program Analyst for State 
of Louisiana, Department of Labor, S k ill  Training Improvement Program 
(STIP) of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) spoke 
to a STIP planning workshop sponsored by the Economic Development 
Council of New Orleans on Friday, June 30, 1978. He outlined the one 
objective of the STIP program as "the improvement of the qua lity  and
quantity of s k i l l  training provided under CETA." By law, this 
training is to be provided to the economically disadvantaged and 
hard-core unemployed. The aim is to provide the level of training  
which w il l  allow the participants to earn a minimum starting  salary of 
$4.50 an hour a fte r  six to eighteen months of tra in ing .^
Ipeter F. Drucker, Management, (New York: Harper and Row: 1974).
p .481 +
2
Request for Proposal, City o f New Orleans, Office of Manpower and
Economic Development CETA STIP Program, June 1978, p .6.
1
2V ir tu a lly  no provision is made, however, fo r tra in ing in oral 
communication s k il ls  1n this program. The only basic communication 
s k il ls  or basic math s k il ls  which can be taught are those which re la te  
d irec tly  to the development of specific  job s k i l ls .
Louisiana has, in recent years, expended considerable e f fo r t  to 
improve both the quantity and the quality  of vocational-technical 
education in the sta te 's  post-secondary school system. A number of 
new schools are nearing completion and many older schools have been 
expanded. Yet in this expanded system, which w il l  o ffe r  many s k il ls  
training programs in advanced technologies, no formal courses are to 
be offered in oral conmunlcations.3
In 1976, Loyola University in New Orleans conducted the "Louisiana 
Vocational Education Goals S t u d y . T h i s  was an opinionnaire study 
conducted statewide and included a s c ie n t i f ic a l ly  selected cross­
sampling of the population. This study reports:
When asked i f  vocational education should 
include speaking, w rit in g , and computational 
s k i l ls  even i f  they are not d irec tly  related  
to the specific job s k i l ls ,  the vast majority  
agreed that they should. 85.7% endorsed 
speaking s k i l ls ;  87.0% writing s k i l ls ;  and 
91.7%, arithmetic s k i l ls ." ^
3
Lis t of Current Vocational Technical Programs - 1978, Louisiana 
State Department of Education, Bureau of Vocational Education.
^Louisiana Vocational Goals Studv.Lovola University. New Orleans
w n --------------
5Ib1d. p .34
3Based on the information gathered through this study, Loyola made 
seven recommendations in the f in a l report to the State Board of 
Elementary and Secondary Education. The sixth recommendation is as 
fo llows:
That the basic vocational-technical program be 
broadened to include basic reading, writing and 
arithmetic skills"!
Statement-: The emphasis of these courses should
be vocational in nature. Carpentry cannot be 
taught to a student who cannot measure. Retail 
graduates who cannot speak proper English cannot 
be placed. Secretarial students who cannot spell 
are of no use to the business community. The 
issue is not one of whose proper function i t  is 
to educate students to the basic s k i l l s ,  but 
rather that the student upon entering the work 
force can successfully compete in his chosen 
vocation.6
Most people are aware of the importance of oral communication s k il ls  
for those businessmen and women who are asked to give oral reports or 
to speak at special gatherings. However, the communication s k i l ls  
needed at other levels of interaction are often not recognized even by 
the individuals who are involved. Wesley Wiksell gave such an example 
in his book. Do They Understand You? ^
When a foreman was asked what his biggest job was, 
he thought a moment and then answered, 'My biggest 
job? Well, my biggest job is to watch a l l  of the 
machines on my f lo o r . '  Was he sure? 'Yep, I'm 
sure ,' he replied , 'to  watch those machines,'
®Ibid p .5
^Wesley W iksell, Do They Understand You?, (New York: The
MacMillan Company; 4th p rin ting , 1§67), p. 16.
4The next day as he supervised his f lo o r  of machines, 
did the foreman watch the roaring looms? Yes, he did.
Did he even see the e lderly  woman who was bending 
over one of the looms, threading a spindle? No. To 
him she was only something necessary to keep those 
beautiful machines operating. Did he ever consider 
i t  his responsibility to communicate with her, to 
t e l l  her why something should be done a certain way, 
or to praise her for work well done? Nevertheless 
he communicated with his people whether he realized  
i t  or not: without using words, his a tt itu de  told
the woman that she was unimportant. But the foreman 
fa i le d  in positive , conscious acts of communication.
Laura Lemolne, in her doctoral d isserta tion , hypothesized four
conclusions from the data she reviewed. These conclusions are:
F irs t ,  oral communication played a major role in 
Industry. Second, businessmen recognized the need 
for e ffec tive  oral communication. Third, speech 
departments on the whole provided training in oral 
business communication while business departments 
provided tra in ing in written comnunication. Fourth, 
research dealing with oral communication in industry 
in speech departments was minimal. The preponder­
ance of doctoral studies and journal a r t ic les  on
business communication, oral or w rit ten , came from
management and marketing scholars and businessmen.®
This w r ite r 's  findings concur with the four conclusions given by 
Ms. Lemoine. Additionally , the current research indicates that while 
the business community is aware of the communication needs, l i t t l e  has
been done by the business community or by educators not a t the college
or university level to promote the teaching of oral conmunication s k i l ls  
to those people who work in the labor force at positions not requiring  
college tra in ing .
Q
Laura Lemoine, "The Impact of Speech Training on Oral Communication 
Performance in Industry as Perceived by Louisiana State University  
Graduates, 1950-1967" (Ph.D., Louisiana State University, 1976), 
p .5.
5Recognizing that the current trend in education is to provide 
numerous educational opportunities for vocational tra in ing to students 
in institu tions which are at the post-secondary le v e l ,  but are not 
trad it ion a l colleges and u n ivers it ies , there is a need to study the 
impact of these students' oral communication s k i l ls  on th e ir  a b i l i t y  to 
obtain and maintain occupations which are meaningful to the individual.
This study attempts to answer the following question. Does 
competency in the use of oral communication make a measurable difference  
in the a b i l i t y  of people who have completed vocational-technical training  
1n getting and keeping desirable employment?
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study was to survey vocational-technical 
educators and employers to ascertain the ir perceptions of needed oral 
communication s k i l ls  for gaining and maintaining employment in 
vocational-technical occupations; and, to determine i f  s k i l ls  in the 
id en tif ied  oral communication competencies have an e ffec t on the job 
satis fac tion , job performance, level of employment, or salary of 
vocational-technical male and female employees.
The attempt was made to gather substantive data through the use of
questionnaires and interviews and to analyze these data in an e f fo r t  to
prove or disprove the following null hypothesis:
There is no relationship between the achievement 
of selected oral communication competencies and 
the supervisory le v e l, salary, self-perceived  
job performance, and self-perceived job 
satisfaction among individuals with vocational- 
technical tra in ing .
6While many individuals have acknowledged to this w rite r  the needs 
for speaking s k i l ls  among most working people, no s ign if ican t studies 
could be located which attempted to determine the necessary oral 
communication s k il ls  for those individuals with tra in ing in vocational- 
technical f ie ld s .  Since many vocational-technical programs are taught 
on s ite  in businesses and industries or in "store-front" schools, 
re la t iv e ly  l i t t l e  formal research has been carried out concerning these 
programs. Additionally , the greatest e f fo r t  has been placed on "hands- 
on" training to get individuals q ua lif ied  fo r carrying out specific job 
related tasks. This has been done in an e f fo r t  to get people into the 
manpower pool as quickly as possible. Most vocational-technical 
programs have a duration of one year or less.
Many of the vocational-technical educators were f i r s t  employed in 
industry and have become involved in the training of sk illed  workers 
without a considerable amount of formal education themselves. These 
people may not comprehend, as in the example taken from Do They 
Understand You?, the relationship between communication s k i l ls  and 
effective  work production.
The unique background of each individual who has been contacted as 
part of the research for this project prevents the control of data 
necessary to produce a tru ly  s c ie n t if ic  study. Therefore this study 
is descriptive in nature. This does not a l te r  the fa c t ,  however, that 
the data gathered are of value in providing insight into the oral 
communication needs of vocational-technical employees as perceived by 
the employer, employee, and educator.
7DEFINITION OF TERMS
The following terms are defined for the benefit of the reader.
Communicate. To have an interchange of thoughts or ideas.
Competency. The state or quality  of being capable or competent; 
s k i l l ; a b i l i ty .
Objective. Based on observable phenomena; presented fac tu a lly .
P artic ipant. One who took part in the study.
Respondent. A person who answered the questionnaire.
Vocational School. A school that trains persons with special 
aptitudes for q ua lif ica tion  in specific trades or occupations, such as 
mechanics, stenography, or the l ik e .
LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
There are several notable lim itations to this study. F ir s t ,  many 
of the individuals who were contacted as participants fo r this study 
were not fam ilia r with research techniques and therefore may have been 
reluctant to give some information. Second, sources for obtaining the 
names of students who had recently completed vocational training pro­
grams were not readily availab le . Third, the sample s ize , while 
adequate, was not extremely large.
CHAPTER FORMAT
The information contained in this study is presented in five  
chapters plus the necessary appendices.
8The needed background information, statement of the problem, 
d efin it ion  of terms, study lim ita t io n , chapter format and contribution  
of the study are included in the introduction, Chapter I .
Previous research as found in a r t ic le s ,  books, dissertations and 
other studies are analyzed for th e ir  relevance to this study in 
Chapter I I ,  Review of the L itera ture .
The methods employed to gather the necessary data and to analyze 
these data, including the formulation of the questionnaires, the 
interview questions and procedures, the d is tribution  of questionnaires, 
and the tabulation of a l l  data are discussed in Chapter I I I ,  Methodology.
Chapter IV, Analysis of Data, is concerned with the research data 
related to the null hypothesis, "There is no relationship between the 
achievement of selected oral communication competencies and the supervi­
sory le v e l,  salary, self-perceived job performance, and self-perceived  
job satisfaction among Individuals with vocational-technical tra in ing ."  
The data gathered from vocational-technical educators, employers, and 
employees are tabulated, tested and analyzed to see i f  the findings 
affirm  or deny the null hypothesis.
This project is concluded with Chapter V. The implications of 
the findings on the relationship between oral communication competency 
and job success of vocational-technical students and recomnendations 
for further study are made.
9CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS STUDY
This dissertation is the f i r s t  attempt to assess the relationship  
between a person's a b i l i t y  to communicate o ra lly  and his/her a b i l i t y  
to gain and maintain employment in a vocational-technical f ie ld  for  
which the person has been trained. I t  provides the oral communication 
competencies viewed as necessary by educators, employers and employees 
and the d if fe re n tia t io n  of th e ir  respective views. F in a lly ,  this 
study provides recommendations for further studies and suggestions for 
implementing needed speech training for vocational-technical students.
CHAPTER I I  
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Three areas of research were reviewed as part of this study in 
order to obtain:
(1) information on competency-based education; (2) information 
on oral coiranunication in vocational-technical education
and employment; and, (3) examples of workable methodologies
and analyses of data for s im ilar studies.
The l ite ra tu re  reviewed includes speech and vocational-technical 
education textbooks; career guidance books, business and professional 
journals, d issertations, evaluation reports, and abstracts.
The review of related research showed that many and varied projects 
have been conducted on Competency-Based Education, Vocational-Techni­
cal Education, and Oral Communications. The studies ranged in scope
from national and state-wide surveys to studies focusing on single
purpose data for one school or university or one small geographical 
area. Studies have been grouped into three categories for the reader's 
convenience. They are:
Competency-Based Education 
Oral Communication Competencies 
Methodologies of Related Studies
COMPETENCY-BASED EDUCATION
According to the Encyclopedia of Educational Evaluation, "In
10
nv ir tu a lly  every trade and profession there is a continuing debate on 
how to train/educate future members." * Advocates of competency-based 
or performance-based education want to base education programs on 
needed competencies, that is knowledge, s k i l ls ,  a tt itu d es , etc. Several 
research studies have been conducted 1n teacher education to try  to 
determine the teacher behaviors that lead to student learning. The 
studies raise the question that i f  the teacher's a b i l i t y  to perform 
a certain task does not re late  to student learning, why bother to 
teach this s k i l l?  These types of questions ought to be asked and
answered by program planners and program evaluators-whether the program
2
is in higher education or plumbing?
Dr. Leon Lessinger, Callaway Professor of Education a t Georgia
State University and a former Associate United States Commissioner of
Education, is one of the country's most experienced and distinguished
3
educational consultants. In his book, Every Kid a Winner, he stresses
that i t  is a student's basic right to know the basic s k i l ls  without
which he would fa i l  in a modern society. This r ight to know is
satis fied  in objective proof that the student can exercise the necessary
4
s k il ls  and apply his knowledge. In response to this the Elementary and 
1
Scarvia B. Anderson, Samuel B a ll ,  Richard T. Murphy and Associates 
Encyclopedia of Educational Evaluation, (San Francisco: Oossey-
Bass Publishers, 1976), p .72.
2
Ib id .
3
Leon Lessinger, Every Kid a Winner, (New York: Simon and Schuster.
1970).
4
Ib id . ,  p .5.
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Secondary Education Act of 1965 has as i ts  purpose to widen the
opportunity for quality  education and to achieve as an ultimate goal
5
the assurance of basic s k i l ls  competence for each student.
Since 1965 the area of competency-based education has experienced 
considerable growth and development. The most s ig n if ica n t research in 
this area, until recently has centered on teacher education; but now, 
however, many educational areas are becoming involved in competency- 
based education. The "Guidelines for Competency-Based Education" 
approved by the Georgia State Board of Education, September 11, 1975, 
describe competency-based education as a process. The process includes 
three essential and in terre lated  operations.^ The f i r s t  operation 
is the specification of student outcomes which indicate what a student 
should know and be able to do when he or she finishes the program. The 
outcomes are the reason fo r the program's existence.^ These outcomes 
are stated in behavioral objectives.
The second operation is program design which focuses on helping 
students acquire the desired outcomes or competencies. The program 
should begin with statements of the program objectives. The third  
operation is evaluation which is the heart of the Competency-Based
5Ib id . , p .6 
6
"Guidelines for Competency-Based Education", Georgia State 
Department of Education, September 11, 1975, p .l
^ Ib id . , p .2 
8
Ib id . ,  p .4
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Education process. The development of the evaluation operation must 
involve persons knowledgeable about the area and also must involve
g
those individuals who w il l  be affected by the operation.
According to Rita Johnson and Renee Westcott of Washburn College, 
behaviorally stated objectives:
(1) provide a basis for instructional planning.
( Content-Medi a-Method)
(2) provide for pupil planning of study e f fo r ts .
(3) provide a basis fo r teacher evaluation
This description of the use of behaviorally stated objectives is 
consistent with the three operations of Competency-based education 
described in the Georgia "Guidelines for Competency-Based Education."
The Community College of the A ir  Force uses a f ive  step operations 
Model.^ Despite the difference in the number of steps, the process 
involved is basically the same.
The five  steps the A ir Force uses for th e ir  Instructional 
Development Model are:
(1) determine precisely what are the human performance 
requirements on the job.
(2) determine the education/training requirements. This 
involves determining who is to do the job and what 
education or training is necessary to enable them to 
do i t  in an acceptable way.
9 Ib id . ,  p .7
^ R ita  B. Johnson and Renee Westcott, "Behaviorally Stated 
Objectives." Mitchell College, North Carolina, January, 1971.,
p. 1.
^Handout, Lt. Col. K ilbride, Community College of the A ir Force, 
Administrative Center, Lackland A ir Force Base, San Antonio 
Texas, Program Development Briefing , January 23, 1978.
(3) define these instructional needs as spec if ic ,  
behaviorally stated objectives and devise test 
items to determine i f  and when the students 
atta in  the objectives.
(4) design instructional procedures and materials 
that w il l  develop the s k i l ls  and knowledges 
the students need to reach the objectives, 
and validate these procedures and materials 
to be sure they re a lly  do provide the needed 
instruction-no more, no less. Whatever portion 
of the instruction does not equip the students 
to meet the objectives (and u lt im ate ly , to do 
the job) must be redesigned until i t  works.
(5) conduct and evaluate the instruction; and la te r ,  
evaluate the students in terms of th e ir  a b i l i ty  
to do the job.
This model is shown in Figure 11-1. The output of each step is 
intended to provide the input needed to accomplish a la te r  step or 
steps. All parts of the model are in terre lated  (see figure) and 
changes which occur during one step w il l  a ffe c t  other steps.
Since there is feedback and interaction between steps of the
model, sometimes i t  is possible to accomplish portions of several
12steps simultaneously.
1 2 . . . ,  c I b id . , p. 5
C-O-N-S-T-R-A-I-N-T-S
DEVELOP OBJECTIVES
AND TESTS>
DEFINE EDUCATION/ 
TRAINING REQUIREMENTS
ANALYZE SYSTEM 
REQUIREMENTS
FEEDBACK
and
INTERACTION
PLAN, DEVELOP ANDCONDUCT AND EVALUATE
VALIDATE INSTRUCTIONINSTRUCTION
5
C-O-N-S-T-R-A-I-N-T-S
Legend: Curriculum Loop £
Feedback and Interaction Loop 4r
A ir Force Model fo r Instructional System Development^
Figure I I - l
in
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The three major types of objectives are defined by Johnson and 
Westcott as follows:
Cognitive - shows changes in thinking, understanding 
or mental a b i l i t y .
Affective - shows changes in a tt i tu d e , feeling or 
emotion.
Psychomotor - shows changes in physical or manipulative 
a b i I i t y . I"T
These types of objectives can be developed for every type of 
educational program.
Bloom and Krathwohl and Associates, concerned with the need to 
determine the outcomes being sought in education/training programs, 
realized that curriculum planners often wonder, a f te r  developing dozens 
of specific objectives for a course, i f  they have covered the f ie ld  or 
how well the selected competencies in te rre la te .  These concerns led to 
the creation of taxonomies of objectives.
In Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook 1, Cognitive
14Domain, Bloom presents six main categories of objectives for the 
cognitive domain. These are: knowledge, comprehension, application,
analysis, synthesis, and evaluation. The princip le of organization is 
complexity, with each category assumed to involve more complex and 
abstract behavior than the previous category. See the chart which 
fo llow s.15
^Johnson and Westcott, Op. C i t . ,  p .3
14Benjam1n S. Bloom (Ed) Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: 
Handbook 1, Coqnitive Domain, (New York: David McKav Company.
1956).
1 5Johnson and Westcott, Op. C i t . ,  p .6
Bloom's Taxonotqy of Educational Objectives 
Lowest Knowledge - (to recall and memorize)
Comprehension -  (to translate from one form to
another)
Application -  (to apply or use information in a 
new situation)
Analysis -  (to examine a complex and break i t  
down into its  parts)
Synthesis - (to put together information in a 
unique or novel way to solve a 
problem)
Highest
Evaluation - (to make a judgement about something 
in l ig h t  of given c r i te r ia )
After the publication of the f i r s t  Handbook, Bloom wrote Handbook I I ,  
The Affective Domain. ^ I t  has f ive  categories of objectives; (1) receiving 
or attending, (2) responding, (3) valuing, (4) organization, and
(5) characterization by a value complex. I t  is organized for in te rn a l­
ization by the individuals. I t  attempts to describe how fu l ly  and 
deeply an a ttitude  or emotion has become a part of a person, in other 
words, th is handbook attempts to define the levels of influence a 
particu lar objective has on an individual.
Thorton and Waskyke have completed taxonomies for the psychomotor 
domain.^7The taxonomies are used to describe the muscular a c t iv i ty  
which is associated with mental processes.
^Scarvia B. Anderson, Samuel B a ll,  Richard T. Murphy and 
Associates, Op. C i t . ,  p .419.
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All of the above studies indicate the growing concern for 
providing educational objectives that are stated in behavioral outcomes 
which can be used to measure and evaluate student learning in a l l  areas.
ORAL COWUNICATION COMPETENCIES
The specific behavioral objectives with which this study is 
concerned are those re lating  to oral communication s k i l ls ,  particu la r ly  
those needed by vocational-technical workers.
In searching for relevant competencies to be used in the question­
naires for employers, educators, and employees, many speech textbooks 
and studies were reviewed. Only those which provided s ign if ican t data 
are discussed herein.
The Community College of Vermont includes two relevant competency
areas in th e ir  handout, "Information to Students.'1 The description of
needed competencies in "Interpersonal Relations" and "Communication"
are quoted in part.
Competence in interpersonal relations means the a b i l i ty  
to work e ffe c t iv e ly  with other p eo p le .. . .  You might 
consider the people with whom you re la te . Large or 
small groups? Individuals? People in need? Angry 
People? And then think how you re la te . Do you give 
speeches, write  memos, l is ten  c a re fu lly , converse 
casually, issue orders, teach, conduct Interviews?
You may find i t  helpful to think about the variety of 
d if fe re n t  parts people play. Some roles are rather 
d irec tive ; managing, leading, or supervising. Others 
require a d if fe re n t sort of competence: enterta in ing,
persuading, or instructing.
Almost whatever we do, whether we intend to or not, we 
are communicating. The importance in this area for the 
s e l f - r e l ia n t  learner cannot be over-emphasized. For by 
becoming more fu l ly  aware of how we communicate, we can 
better a ffe c t how we see and are seen by others.
19
Communication is ,  f i r s t  of a l l ,  a two-way process. I t  involves 
both sending and receiving messages. Some people can present 
th e ir  ideas b ea u tifu lly ,  but are deaf to the responses to 
them. That's not e ffec tive  communication. Others may lis ten  
and understand well but leave people wondering what th e ir  
ideas on the subject are. That's not e ffec tive  communication, 
e ith er. You w il l  need to demonstrate that you are a good 
receiver as well as sender.
Both sending and receiving may occur with or without words. 
Non-verbal communication is often as important as verbal.
The messages you send or receive by gestures, clothing, 
and personal style are important to consider.
Verbal communication may be oral or w ritten . S k il l  in both 
of those areas is fundamental for almost any job or l i f e  
situation . Considering your personal goal, how well must 
you write  or speak? And, on the receiving side, how well 
are you able to read or listen? Too often these s k i l ls  
are ignored, yet they are very much a part of competent 
communication.
The better you are at communicating e ffe c t iv e ly ,  the 
firmer and richer your ideas w il l  grow. And the richer  
your thinking, the more s e l f - r e l ia n t  you w il l  become. ^
One example of how these defin itions on gaining competence in a 
given area are interpreted by students in completing college require­
ments is found in the completed contract of Emma Spaulding, who 
received an Associate Degree in Counseling from the Community College
of Vermont. A copy of the Communication section of her transcript
10follows in Figure 11-2.
18Community College of Vermont, "Information to Students", 
pp.4 & 7. (undated)
19'^Contract of Emma Spaulding,Community College of Vermont, 
June 30, 1976, p .3.
COMMUNICATION
Communication is at the heart of the counseling process. I t  is important to recognize how both 
verbal and non-verbal comnunication affect i t .  Interviewing skills are also essential, and, 
especially to continue my education, I w ill have to be able to write well.
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COMPETENCE STATEMENTS
I I I .
I am aware that language, both verbal
and non-verbal, is an encounter
a. I know that I communicate to most 
people a feeling of being present.
b. I believe that language is a test 
of communion: i t  reveals what each 
person carries in himself.
c. I know that words are colored by 
cultural, economic, social, and 
political difference.
d. I realize the importance of 
silence as a shared bond between 
people.
I can carry out a planned interview
effectively:
a. I can plan an interview to get 
certain information
b. I can ask non-threatening 
questions
c. I can record information 
unobtrusively and accurately
I am able to write letters and
reports competently
a. Gramnar, spelling, and 
punctuation are accurate
EXPERIENCE
Lay ministry work
"Language As Politics"- 
UVM Extension Course
Interviewing Workshop 
OEA 3-day training
"Write On!" - CCV Course
EVIDENCE
Letter from Rev, 
A. Piccadillo
Course evaluation from Pelson
Snickerhaus
UVM Transtript
Evaluation statement from 
Workshop Leader
Course evaluation from 
Deirdre O'Cohen
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A second example 1s taken from the Community College of Vermont.
20Patricia Day's contract 1n the Administrative Services Program includes 
these Oral Communication Competencies.
CORE GOALS
Core Goal #1 - Can conmiunicate e ffe c tive ly  in both ora! and written  
form within an Administrative Services setting-!
I feel confident in handling incoming and outgoing telephone c a lls .
a. I can competently use the telephone with good clear 
communication and take accurate messages.
b. I e ffe c t ive ly  screen and handle incoming c a lls ,  
interrupting meetings only when I deem i t  necessary.
I am able to interview fellow students and evaluate th e ir  responses.
a. I can contact fellow students on a volunteer peer 
counseling level using interviewing and information 
giving s k i l ls .
b. I am able to w rite  objective contact reports based on 
the student's interview, giving non-judgemental facts 
gleaned from that interview.
c. Using interviewing s k i l ls  I am able to accurately f i l l  
out registration  forms, provide information to students 
when possible and to d irec t students to the proper 
sources to get additional help.
d. By being able to re la te  to and understand a fellow  
classmate's decision to drop out of a course, I was 
able to encourage her to continue and successfully 
complete that course.
I am able to hear and re f le c t  what is being said to me. I understand 
the role of non-verbal ( fa c ia l expressions, mannerisms and eye contact), 
verbal and self-involving behavior, sensing what is not being said but 
wanted to say.
Contract of Patric ia  Day, Community College of Vermont, June 1, 1976, 
p .3.
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The "Educational Goals Statement - Vocational Competencies" of
21Michael Brown from Lakeville Community College includes the following 
oral communication s k i l ls :
1. Can ta lk  with and l is te n  to clients in a one-to-one 
and small group setting in a manner to promote mutual 
understanding.
2. Can ta lk  with and l is ten  to other human service 
professionals to exchange appropriate information.
3. Can ta lk  before a group, of c lients and/or other 
professionals and present information c le a r ly ,  
accurately and in teresting ly .
A f in a l note on communication competence is taken from the Mars H i l l
22program on Competence-Based Curriculum.
COMMUNICATION COMPETENCE
The communication competence is concerned with 
two d iffe ren t kinds of s k i l ls .  The f i r s t  kind 
can be described as purely mechanical s k i l ls .  
Included in this category are the competencies 
involving awareness of systems of log ic , pro­
b a b i l i ty ,  descriptive s ta t is t ic s ,  communication 
with machines; reading, w rit in g , speaking and 
lis ten ing s k i l ls ;  and research techniques.
The second category refers to the u t i l iz a t io n  
of these s k i l ls  in creative and c r i t ic a l  thinking. 
The s k i l ls  involved in these two categories can 
be separated for analytical purposes but in 
practice are interwoven into an integrated  
whole in those persons competent in communication.
21 "Educational Goals Statement" of Michael Brown, Lakeland Conmunity 
College, Englehard, Minnesota, May 1, 1976, p .12,
22 Competence-Based Curriculum: Statements, Requirements, and
Learning Experiences, fiars Hill" Col lege, Mars H i l l  N.C., 
February, 1975, p. 13 & 14.
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The process of communication involves d is t in c t  
though in terre la ted  areas: reception of information,
c r i t ic a l  and creative thinking about that information, 
and the expression of that thinking.
Communication Process
C r it ic a l  and 
Creative Thinking
Reception of Expression of
Information 7 Information
I t  is important to note that the arrows in Figure 1 
proceed in both directions between the various 
components of the communication s k i l l  cycle. For 
example, what we think is influenced by how we 
express ourselves and what we think influences 
the kind of information we allow ourselves to 
receive.
I t  should also be noted that communication s k il ls  
are often thought of as the interaction of reception 
of information and expression. However, such a 
concept removes the d is t in c t ly  human component of 
comnunication, which is c r i t ic a l  and creative thinking, 
and reduces communication to problems in information 
theory, i . e . ,  machine communication. Therefore, a 
key element in the communication competence is the 
development of c r i t ic a l  and creative thinking s k i l l s .
Our conception of communication s k i l ls  emphasizes the 
communication s k i l ls  cycle as outlined.
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Communication S k ills  Cycle
C r it ic a l  and 
Creative Tninking
Reception of 
Information
Expression of 
Thi nking
English, or verbal, and mathematical s k i l ls  are 
both conceived as integral components of communication 
s k i l ls .  Sk ills  developed in one area are believed 
to complement s k i l ls  developed in the other. The 
a b i l i t ie s  to lis ten  well and write  concisely and 
c r i t ic a l ly  involves a b i l i t ie s  to reason e ffe c tive ly  
by u t i l iz in g  sound logic.
I t  la te r  received added stimulus from the 
concept of a competence based curriculum 
since a communication s k i l ls  competence 
was certain to be among the competences 
required for a college degree.
In an e f fo r t  to determine the most e ffec tive  means of gathering 
data fo r this study, several studies with a s im ilar purpose or with 
a sim ilar group of proposed respondents were reviewed.
One such study is the Economic Impact Evaluation of the Responsi-
test the assumption, "the Responsible Language Course has an economic 
impact." Responsibility Language Systems, In c .,  provided a 40 hour
METHODOLOGIES USED IN RELATED STUDIES
b i l i t y  Language System, Inc. ^  The purpose of this evaluation was to
23 Jack B. Schmitt, Economic Impact Evaluation of the Responsible 
Language System, Inc . Atlanta, July 1977.
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course in responsible language fo r students in the Atlanta, Georgia 
CETA training programs. The course attempted to eliminate language 
patterns that cause people to avoid taking responsib ility , evade 
saying what they plan to accomplish, project a less than positive image 
and thus l im it  th e ir  value as employees. These language patterns are
OA
known as " fa ilu re  language.1
The evaluation process employed the following methodology. F irs t  
a review of previous research was conducted. This review highlighted 
two facts: (1) Responsibility Language Course does reduce fa i lu re
language and, (2) Those taking the Responsibility Language Systems 
Course get jobs more q u ick ly .25
Then a study was conducted which focused on students who completed 
th e ir  CETA c le r ica l s k i l ls  training at least six months, prior to the 
study and who had been employed. Employers or supervisors were in te r ­
viewed to determine i f  those who completed the s k i l ls  tra in ing program 
and the Responsibility Language Course: 1) were perceived by employers
to be better workers, 2) had a better chance of staying employed,
3) received promotions more quickly, and 4) were more l ik e ly  to 
continue to receive promotions.2  ^ All the students were divided into 
two groups--those who took the Responsibility Language System course 
(RLS) and those who did not (Non-RLS). The beginning date was chosen 
because the f i r s t  RLS class was completed in May, 1976; the end date
2^ Ib id . ,  p .l
25Ib id . ,  p .2
2^ Ib id . , p .l
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allowed su ff ic ien t time for trainees in the study to have at least 
six months work experience before employers were interviewed. Two 
c le rica l classes were chosen because they had su ff ic ien t number of 
students in both RLS and Non-RLS groups. A to ta l of 61 CETA trainees 
met the above c r i te r ia ,  55 of the employers--23 RLS and 33 Non-RLS 
were contacted. Neither the employers nor the interviewer knew which 
trainees had taken the RLS course.
Those trainees who took the Responsibility Language System course 
exhibited considerably less fa i lu re  in th e ir  language cotmunication.
This is apparently perceived by the employers, because a higher
27proportion are considered above average in each of the four work habits.
Two graduate follow-up studies assisted in developing this study.
The f i r s t  of these graduate follow-up studies was conducted by Catons-
v i l le  Community College, Catonsville, Maryland. The study was made
possible by a grant from the Maryland State Department, Division of
Vocational Education. I t  was the purpose of the study to have graduates
assess defined components of th e ir  educational process. These graduates,
i t  was f e l t ,  could best re late  th e ir  school programs to th e ir  job
requirements. The supervisors of career program graduates were also
included because of th e ir  a b i l i ty  to provide an assessment of the
28graduates job performance.
Two instruments were designed fo r this study. The "Graduates of
Career Programs" questionnaire was composed of three parts. Section A
^ I b i d , ,  p .8
28Cheryl Opacinch, Career Graduates and Their Employers, Catonsville 
Community College, Catonsville, Maryland.
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was to be completed by those not currently employed, Section B fo r those
currently employed, and Section C for a l l  graduates whether or not they
were employed. Sections A and B sought current descriptive information
from the recipients. Section C focused on information in which the
respondents indicated s k i l ls  or areas of knowledge which should be
added or deleted from career programs.
The employers questionnaire closely paralled that of the graduates. ^
The questionnaire for graduates was sent to a l l  321 career program
graduates of 1971 and 1972. Forty-two percent responded. F i f ty - f iv e
30percent of the supervisors who received questionnaires responded.
To obtain the response, the in i t i a l  mailout was made with follow-up 
mailouts a fte r  four and nine weeks.
The results of th is study showed that 75% of the respondents were
currently employed with the median salary being between $7,000 and 
$9,000 per year, though the women were earning less than the men.
Graduates were p art ic u la r ly  sa tis fied  with th e ir  jobs in regard to 
the ir  "opportunities for friendship" and th e ir  a b i l i t ie s  to "communicate 
with superiors." In fa c t ,  85% of the women and 82% of the men rated 
the la t te r  as satisfactory or highly satisfactory. The employers 
were p articu la r ly  impressed with the graduates interpersonal s k i l ls  
and th e ir  a b i l i t y  to communicate with superiors (94%).32
291 b id . ,  p .2
30Ib id . , p .3
^ I b i d . , p .15
32Ib id . , p .27
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The Office o f Ins titu tio n a l Research at Delgado College conducted 
the follow-up study of 1976 graduates in an e f fo r t  to determine the 
quality  of the school's "output" in terms of personal and professional 
development and satis fac tion . Each of the 655 students who graduated 
in e ith er May or December, 1976, was sent a questionnaire. T h irty -s ix  
percent of the questionnaires were returned.
Graduates were asked to complete a twenty-six item questionnaire 
which sought to obtain characteristics data, educational data,
•3 0
employment data and degree of satisfaction with the Delgado programs.
Both of the studies previously discussed had less than a 50 i; rate  
of response. According to the Encyclopedia of Educational Evaluation, 
this percent of response is not unusual. Several lim itations are 
inherent in questionnaires, including; (1) the differences in responses 
resulting from the differences in the amount of time individuals spend 
in answering questions; (2) a substantial proportion of the U.S. adult 
population w il l  be unable to respond because of th e ir  lim ited a b i l i ty  
to read and w rite ; (3) respondents may make careless errors in 
reporting; and (4) the respondent may misinterpret questions and provide 
the wrong answers.34
However, there are several advantages to the use of questionnaires.
(1) Questionnaires may be re la t iv e ly  inexpensive to administer, 
since they are completed by the respondent with an interviewer 
present. (2) They can be d istributed to respondents quickly 
and inexpensively through the mail, or they can be administered
33Sarah J. M i l le r ,  1976 Graduates: A Follow-Up Study, Delgado
College, Mew Orleans, La., Nov. 1977.
34Scarvia B. Anderson, Samuel B a ll ,  Richard T. Murphy and 
Associates, Op. C i t . ,  p. 311.
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to an assembled group of people (such as a class of students 
or a group of teachers) at one time. (3) They can be answered 
by each respondent a t his own pace. (4) They often can be 
designed to maintain respondents' anonymity; thus, respondents 
are reassured that th e ir  answers w il l  not be used against 
them in any way and presumably w i l l  respond with greater honesty 
than might otherwise be the case. (5) They can be standardized, 
so that a l l  respondents are given exactly the same printed 
questions to answer; in an interview, a respondent's answers 
may be influenced by the way the interviewer asks q u e s t i o n s .
One fina l study contributed s ig n if ica n tly  to the methodological 
development of this study. Laura Lemoine's d isserta tion , The Impact 
Of Speech Training On Oral Communication Performance In Industry As 
Perceived By Louisiana State University Graduates, 1950-1961. 
d iffe rs  in the target population and in the data to be gathered, but 
certain information on the role of oral communication in business and 
industry is relevant.
In her review of l i te ra tu re ,  Lemoine found that businessmen
ranked high in use and importance oral communication s k i l ls  in e ffective  
interviewing, conversation, oral orders, instruction, telephoning, 
l is ten ing , and leading informal conferences. On the other hand 
business educators ranked lis ten ing  and speaking s k i l ls  low.3^
SUMMARY
Literature in the three areas of inquiry which have had the most 
sig n ificant impact on the development of this study have been reviewed.
35Ib id . , p .312 
36Laura Lemoine, The Impact of Speech Training On Oral Communication 
Performance In Industry As Perceived fay Louisiana State University  
Graduates, 1950-1967, ph.D. b issertation, Louisiana State 
University , 1$?6.
37I b id . , p .15 & 16.
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The f i r s t  section reviews competency-based programs and 
development of behaviorally-stated objectives. This research 
indicates that i t  is possible to divide learning a c t iv i t ie s  into 
easily  measurable components and objectives which can be stated at the 
s ta rt  of a program in terms of the outcomes expected of students.
This led to the section on Oral Communication Competencies which 
are reviewed in this section provide the oral communication competencies 
which are currently used. These competencies were the core statements 
from which the behaviorally-stated objectives were developed for  
inclusion in the three questionnaires used to gather data in this study.
The final section reviewed the methodologies used in s im ilar studies 
and reveals that, in spite of certain l im ita tio n s , the mailed 
questionnaire appears to be the most preferred method fo r gathering 
substantial data from large and diverse groups of individuals.
The review of l i te ra tu re  also reveals that most of the studies 
have been conducted at the college or graduate leve l.
CHAPTER I I I  
METHODOLOGY
To gather the data necessary to tes t the null hypothesis, i t  was 
necessary to develop a research design that would:
1. locate existing oral communication competency statements 
which could be job re lated;
2. validate these statements by establishing which of the 
oral communication competencies are viewed by vocational- 
technical educators and employers as necessary to the 
employment success of vocational-technical workers.
3. review existing vocational-technical education programs 
to ascertain which, i f  any, of the id e n tif ied  oral 
communication competencies are taught in these programs.
4. contact individuals who have recently completed 
vocational-technical programs and determine which of 
these individuals have acquired the stated oral 
communication s k i l ls  e ith er  through th e ir  vocational 
tra in ing  or in some other manner.
5. determine i f  there is a correlation between acquired 
knowledge in these oral communication competencies 
and successful employment as measured in terms of 
job sa tis fac tion , employment level and salary.
After an intensive review of related l i te ra tu re  and resource 
documents, this w rite r determined that a research format combining 
the use of questionnaires and interviews provided the best data 
gathering instruments for the purposes of this study. The remainder 
of this chapter provides the ju s t i f ic a t io n  fo r this selection and the 
discussion of the procedure on a step-by-step basis.
The questionnaire method fo r gathering data has some lim ita tio n s ,  
but because of the use of the questionnaire as a means of gathering 
sign ificant data in most of the other studies reviewed, i t  was decided 
that the use of three questionnaires and interviews would provide the 
most e f f ic ie n t  and time-saving method for gathering data fo r this study.
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A. Establishing the Competencies
The in i t i a l  step of this study was to research many competency based 
educational programs and to select from these programs the competencies 
which were re f le c t iv e  of the oral communication s k i l ls  used in many 
vocational and technical occupations. Among the programs researched 
were the Georgia State Competency-Based Teacher's Education Program,
The Mars H i l l  College Speech and Theatre Program, and the Competency 
Statement of the Community College of Vermont.^ Informal discussions 
were held with vocational-technical educators and employers to gain 
additional information on competencies.
Numerous college level speech textbooks were examined to locate 
behaviorally stated objectives which related to on-the-job communication 
s k i l ls .  A l i s t  of these objectives was made and then assimilated into 
the communication competencies previously selected.
As a result of this research, a l i s t  of twenty-two basic competencies 
in oral communication was developed. This l i s t  was reviewed and refined. 
Duplications and non job-re lated oral communication competencies were 
deleted. This resulted in seventeen behaviorally stated objectives.
These objectives were the basis of two questionnaires sent to twenty-five  
educators and twenty-five employers in vocational and technical f ie ld s .2
Competencies were selected from: Georgia State Guidelines for
Competency Based Education, Jack P. Nix, State Superintendent, 
approved, Sept. 11, 1975; B.A. Degree Requirements, Theatre Arts 
and Speech, Mars H i l l ,  N.C.; and, Community College of Vermont, 
Completed Contract of E. Spahlding, June 14, 1976.
^See Questionnaires in Appendices A and B.
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B. Limiting the Scope of this Study
The study was lim ited to the New Orleans SMSA, thus assuring that  
the same factors effecting business and industry applied to the employer, 
educators and employees partic ipating  in this study. I t  also meant that 
employers were using the same labor pool. By lim iting  the geographical 
area included in the study, i t  was possible to get input from most of 
the area's vocational technical schools and from a representative group 
of businesses and industries, both public and private .
According to Stephen Isaac, samples with between ten and th ir ty  
numbers have many practical advantages including the fac t that samples 
this size are large enough to test the null hypothesis, yet small enough 
to overlook the weak treatment e ffe c t .
C. The Educators Survey
Twenty-five educators were selected to receive the questionnaire 
containing the seventeen behaviorally stated oral communication 
competencies. These educators included individuals who were currently  
employed or who had recently been employed by vocational-technical 
high schools, state post-secondary vocational-technical schools, 
community colleges, related state agencies, or Department of Labor 
manpower programs, funded under the Comprehenisve Employment and Training 
Act (C .E .T .A .). Administrators, counselors, and Instructors were 
included in the sample. See Appendix E for a l i s t  of Educators who 
responded to this survey.
3
Stephen Isaac, Handbook in Research and Evaluation, (San Diego, 
Califo rn ia : Robert k. Knapp, 1^71), p .69
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D. The Employers Survey
Twenty-five local employers were sent the questionnaire, they were 
selected by taking every ninth employer's name l is te d  in 1976 Graduates:
A Follow-Up Study completed by Delgado College in 1977. A variety  of 
companies are represented by these employers. One company employs only 
two people, another employs over eight thousand.
Public agencies, such as parish governments and police departments 
are represented as well as large private enterprises such as grocery 
chains and ship builders.
One difference existed in the manner of contacting educators and 
employers. The educators were contacted by name or t i t l e .  The employers 
were contacted by addressing the le tte rs  to the personnel o ffice  of the 
company or agency. Appendix F has the l i s t  of respondents.
E. Determining Which Competencies Are Currently Taught
To determine which of the named oral communication competencies 
were currently being taught as part of a vocational-technical program, 
interviews were held with the various program directors. The proposals 
for these programs and other available information was reviewed.
Each of the C.E.T.A. training programs was reviewed by reading the 
yearly proposal for funding submitted to the City of New Orleans. These 
proposals include the curriculum for each tra in ing  segment of the program. 
After reviewing each of the proposals, follow-up conversations were held 
with directors and faculty to confirm the information in each program.
Information on the Vocational-Technical Schools was obtained from 
John D'Aubin, Acting Regional Director for Region I and Director of 
the East Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical School and from printed 
materials on these schools.
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The information gathered through these interviews was used to 
support information provided by the employees on the questionnaire.
The interviews also encouraged the educators to express th e ir  feelings  
on the need for training in oral communication in vocational-technical 
education programs.
F. The Employee Questionnaire
The th ird ,  and most s ig n ifican t questionnaire, was designed to 
determine the value vocational-technical employees placed on training  
in the oral communication competencies described in the previous 
questionnaires. In order to accomplish this objective, a four part 
questionnaire was designed.^ The f i r s t  part iden tif ied  the respondent, 
the vocational-technical program attended, the current employer and 
nine questions aimed at finding out i f  the respondent f e l t  he/she had 
adequate training in oral communication s k i l ls  fo r gaining and main­
taining employment in the f ie ld  for which the individual was tra ined. 
Question eight asked the respondent to comment on the perceived 
connection between the respondent's communication s k i l ls  and the a b i l i t y  
to get a job and to do well at work.
Part 2 of the questionnaire consisted of the seventeen behaviorally  
stated oral communication competencies used in the employers and 
educators' questionnaires. Each respondent was asked to rate his 
vocational tra in ing in each of these s k i l ls .  A scale was used to rate  
tra in ing in each competency as: (1) Considerable tra in ing in this s k i l l ,
(2) Moderate training in this s k i l l ,  (3) No training in this s k i l l ,  and 
(4) I gained this s k i l l ,  but not as part of my vocational tra in ing
^See Appendix C for the Employee Questionnaire
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This part of the questionnaire made i t  possible to measure the 
respondent's perception of his or her training in the oral 
communication competencies. Part 3 of the questionnaire repeated the 
competencies and asked the respondent to indicate how these s k i l ls  
related to the current or anticipated employment. Four options were 
available. They were (1) Not needed for current job, (2) Needed for  
current job, (3) Needed for a promotion to a higher level job in this  
f ie ld ,  and (4) Needed for future career advancement.
The f ina l part of the questionnaire was used for s ta t is t ic a l  
purposes and sought to gather information on the respondent's current 
job le v e l,  annual salary, and job satis faction . This provided the 
necessary data for analysis of the hypothesis.
G. Selecting the Employee Sample
I t  was f e l t  that the sample population should be selected from 
individuals who had recently completed tra in ing programs in the New 
Orleans area. This was consistent with the choice of respondents for  
the employers and educators' questionnaires. College and University  
programs were eliminated because of the focus of this study on 
vocational-technical tra in ing . I t  was determined that the sample 
population would be selected by taking every f i f t h  name (thus a twenty 
percent sample population) from the Placement Lists of the New Orelans 
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) Programs and every f i f t h  
name from the 1977 graduate l i s t  of the Jefferson Parish Vocational- 
Technical School.
Permission was given by Wayne Dupre, Director of the Office of Manpower 
and Economic Development, City of New Orleans to contact the CETA
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Placement Service. After reviewing the placement service l is ts  of CETA 
participants completing tra in ing , this w rite r  determined that the sample 
would be selected from individuals having positive terminations from 
CETA training programs during the period of June to December 1977. The 
United States Department of Labor defines a CETA partic ipant's  
termination as positive when the individual successfully completes a 
tra ining program and e ith er is placed in a job or in another training  
program. Non-positive termination results from a partic ipant not 
completing a program. The group of individuals having positive  
termination was further lim ited to exclude those individuals who went 
to another tra in ing program because the purpose of th is study was to 
test the null hypothesis on individual vocational-technical employees 
who had recently completed vocational-technical tra in ing .
Between July and December 1977, a to ta l of 506 CETA terminations 
were processed through the Urban League Placement Service. Of these 
185 were non-positive, participants entering other programs, participants  
going on to schools or d irec t placements without vocational tra in ing .
The remaining 321 terminations were positive , placing individuals who 
had successfully completed training programs in jobs. S ixty-four  
individuals, representing twenty percent of the positive terminations 
were sent the questionnaire.
One hundred ninety-eight people graduated from Jefferson Parish 
Vocational-Technical School in August, 1977. Twenty percent, 40 
individuals, were sent the questionnaire.
^See Appendix D for le t te r  of authorization from Wayne Dupre.
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All names were selected a t random by taking every f i f t h  name. No
attempt was made to control the sample in any manner.
Sixteen additional questionnaires were distributed to individuals  
who completed other training programs, such as proprietary schools, in
this area. A tota l of one hundred and twenty questionnaires were
distributed.
The reason for selecting individuals who had completed tra in ing 1n 
a number of d if fe re n t  programs was to provide an adequate scope of data. 
This study was not attempting to evaluate the quality  of any instructional 
program, but to determine i f  vocational-technical employees benefit from 
tra ining in oral communication s k i l ls .  Variables that did not in te rfere  
with the desired scope of data were age, sex and race of respondents. 
Variables which could be important to the study include training in 
oral communication s k i l ls  and vocation fo r which the individual was 
trained. The questionnaires were sent to individuals trained as welders, 
auto mechanics, auto body repairers, practical nurses, nurses aides, 
secretaries, a i r  conditioning and re fr igera tio n  mechanics, cosmetologists, 
business people, computer technologists, and hotel/motel front desk 
personnel. Many of these people did not find employment in the f ie ld  
fo r which they were trained.
H. Analysis of Data
The data for this study, once generated had to be analyzed to test  
the v a lid ity  of the null hypothesis. In order to accomplish this task, 
a comprehensive method for the tabulation of data was devised.
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The questionnaires containing seventeen competency statements sent 
to the educators and employers were d istributed f i r s t .  The data 
generated from these responses were tabulated and categorized to 
establish the speech competencies which had a s ign if ican t positive  
response. An arb itra ry  figure of seventy percent or higher was chosen 
as the basis for selecting the most needed competencies. There were 
six competency statements in this group.
Existing programs were reviewed and interviews were held with 
teachers, counselors, and administrators to ascertain the programs 
offering educational opportunities in the chosen speech competencies.
The information derived from these interviews is discussed in the next 
chapter.
The questionnaires distributed to the employees included two 
questions which tested a l l  seventeen competency statements. One 
pertained to tra in ing in oral communication competencies, the other 
pertained to the need for these competencies on the job.
F in a lly , the analysis of data included a test of the relationship  
between selected variables. Using the Chi Square Measure, the 
variables of an ind iv idual's  perceived job satisfaction  and performance, 
current salary le v e l,  and current management level were tested against 
acquired s k i l ls  in the six most needed oral communication competencies.
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA
The complex nature of the data required to test the null hypothesis, 
"There is no relationship between the achievement of selected oral 
communication competencies and the supervisory le v e l,  salary, s e l f ­
perceived job performance, and self-perceived job satisfaction among 
individuals with vocational-technical tra in ing ,"  created the necessity 
for the development of a compound analysis of data. The data gathered 
through the three questionnaires and the interviews are presented as 
f o l1ows:
(1) The establishment of the oral communication competencies most 
needed by vocationally-technical1y trained employees.
This element contains the data received from the educators and the 
employers pertaining to the necessary speaking and lis tening s k i l ls .
The analysis of these data includes the responses of the educators, the 
responses of the employers, and the combined responses of these groups.
The information contained in this element resulted in the establishment 
of the six most needed oral communication competencies.
(2) Analysis of the current vocational-technical programs to 
determine the presence of oral communication competencies in existing  
programs.
This element examines which programs are currently providing students 
the opportunity to gain competencies in oral communication and the extent 
to which students partic ipate in these endeavors. The existing programs 
are also reviewed to see i f  there is a difference in the stress on oral 
conmunication between programs taken predominately by men and those taken 
predominately by women.
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(3) The analysis of the employees responses to the questionnaire.
This element contains the responses of the employees to the
questionnaire and includes the employees' perceptions of the relationship  
which might ex ist between th e ir  a b i l i t y  to communicate o ra lly  and th e ir  
job success.
(4) The significance of acquired s k i l ls  in the six most needed 
oral communication competencies as measured against supervisory le v e l , 
salary, self-perceived job performance and self-perceived job s a tis fac tio n .
This element analyzes the data needed as the basis for proving or 
disproving the null hypothesis.
I . The Establishment Of The Oral Communication Competencies Most Needed 
By Vocational-Technical rai ned"Employees ~
The in i t ia l  step of this study was to research numerous competency 
based educational programs and to select from these programs the 
competencies which were re f le c t iv e  of oral conmunication s k il ls  used in 
many vocational and technical occupations. Some of the programs researched 
were The Georgia State Competency-Based Teachers' Education Program,^
The Mars H il l  College Speech and Theater Program, and the Competency 
statement of the Community College of Vermont. Informal discussions 
were then held with vocational-technical educators and employers to gain 
additional information on competencies.
Georgia State Guide ! i nes for Competency Based Education 
(approved by :Georgi a Board of Education, September l l  , \ j  97 5}
JacV P. Nix', State Superintendent of Schools.
2
Bachelor's Degree Requirements, Theatre Arts and Speech, 
Competence-Based Curriculums, Mars H i l l ,  N.C.
3
Community College of Vermont-Completed Contract of Emma Spaulding, 
June 1'4, 1976, p .3.
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As a result of this research, a l i s t  of twenty-two basic competencies 
in oral communication was developed. This l i s t  was reviewed and refined,  
resulting in seventeen behaviorally state objectives.^ Tnese objectives 
were used as the basis of a questionnaire sent to a group of twenty-five  
vocational educators and twenty-five employers. The respondents included 
twenty educators and fourteen employers. Thirty -four people or 68% 
of the recipients of the f i r s t  questionnaire responded.
Laura F. Lemoine,5 in her d isserta tion , suggests that when a 
researcher reaches 50 percent of the sample population there is no 
sign ificant difference between those who responded and those who do 
not responded. This point is supported by Paul L. Erdus in his book, 
Professional Mail Surveys (N.Y.: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1970)
p .144. He states that i t  takes a 50% response to ensure r e l ia b i l i t y  
unless i t  can be demonstrated that the respondents are sim ilar to 
non-respondents. Therefore, i t  can be stated that there was su ff ic ien t  
response to th is questionnaire.
A. The Educators Survey
The twenty-five educators included those employed in vocational- 
technical high schools, state post-secondary vocational-technical schools, 
community colleges, and Department of Labor Manpower (C .E .T .A .) programs.
4See questionnaire in Appendix A.
^Lemoine, Laura F .,  The Impact of Speech Training on Oral Communication 
Performance in Industry as Perceived by Louisiana State University  
Graduates, 1950-1967( Ph.D~.. Louisiana State University. 1976). p .39.
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Twenty people, representing eighty percent (80%) of survey population 
responded. Three of the respondents work with vocational high schools, 
three with C.E.T.A, programs, f iv e  with post-secondary vocational - 
technical schools and nine with colleges. Four females and 16 males 
responded. A l i s t  of the respondents can be found in Appendix E.
B. The Employers Survey
The twenty-five employers who were sent questionnaires were 
selected by taking every ninth employer's name in the 1977 Follow-up 
Study of Delgado College Graduates. Fourteen employers responded 
which represents a return rate of 56%. The companies which these 
employers represent are varied. One company employs only two people 
another employs 8,000. The average company responding has 1,730 
employees. Some of the employers are public agencies such as parish 
governments and police departments; others are large private enter­
prises such as grocery chains and ship builders. There were 10 
private companies and four public agencies responding. Four companies 
have less than 100 employees and six have over 1,000.
One difference existed in the manner of contacting educators and 
employers. The educators were contacted by name or t i t l e .  The employers 
were contacted by addressing the le t te rs  to the personnel o ff ic e  of the 
company or agency. Of the employers responding two were females and 
12 were males. See Appendix F for the employers who responded.
C. The Results of the Survey
The recipients of the survey were asked to rank each of the 
seventeen competency statements as "necessary," "highly desirable,"  
or "not necessary" fo r gaining and maintaining employment in
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vocational-technical f ie ld s .  In addition, the recipients were asked 
to comment on the competency statements and suggest additional statements. 
Those responding made valuable comments which are discussed la te r  in 
this section.
Competency statements were evaluated by means of a point system.
Each "necessary" response was valued at two points, each "highly 
desirable" response was valued at one point, and no points were given 
for "not necessary" responses. Thus a competency statement receiving 
the tota l 34 responses in the "necessary" category would be given 68 
points and a competency statement receiving 34 "not necessary" 
responses would have a zero score. The three tables which follow rank 
the competencies hy this point system. Table 1 displays the combined 
responses of the educators and employers. Table I I  displays the 
responses of the educators and Table I I I  those of the employers.
Educators and employers who responded to this survey consider the 
a b i l i ty  to " lis ten  to others, understand directions given by others" 
as the most needed oral communication s k i l l .  None of the 34 respondents 
considered this competency as not necessary for employment.
The second and th ird  ranking competencies were also the same for the 
educators and employers. Both groups indicated that s k i l ls  in "asking 
questions when in doubt without hes ita tion ,"  and "communicating directions  
c le a r ly ,"  as being highly necessary for employment. Only one respondent 
f e l t  that i t  was "not necessary" for vocational-technical employees to 
"ask questions when in doubt without hes ita tion ."
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TABLE I
COMBINED RESPONSES OF EDUCATORS AND EMPLOYERS TO THE SURVEY
Competency Statements
Total 
Poi nts
Number of 
"Necessary1 
Responses Rank1
Listens to others, understands directions 
given to him/her by others. 62
Asks questions when in doubt without 
hesitation. 59
Communicates directions c learly . 57
Responds to questions asked by others 56
Articulates and pronounces words c learly  
so others can understand. 53
Communicates ideas to co-workers. 52
Takes oral critic ism  w e l l . 48
Receives and records phome messages 
accurately. 47
Communicates with superiors about problems 
arid d i f f ic u l t ie s  without " te l l in g  tales"  
or tearing down co-workers. 47
Managesdisruptive behavior and conflicts  
in a ra t io n a l,  logical manner (talks  
things out). 46
Communicates with individual subordinates 
about th e ir  needs and progress. 45
Communicates directions using d iffe ren t  
words and ideas when listeners mis­
understand. 44
Communicates personal enthusiasm for
work to be done. 44
28
26
24
24
21
21
15
19
13
14 
13
17
13
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
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TABLE I C o n tin u e d
Competency Statements
Total
Points
Number o^
"Necessary"
Responses Rank
Avoids the use of inappropriate 
or abusive language. 44 13 13
Answers the company phone and 
iden tif ies  s e lf  and company. 43 17 15
Respects the ideas communicated 
by others. 42 12 16
Can ta lk  before a group or in a 
one-to-one setting and present 
information c le a r ly ,  accurately 
and in teresting ly . 36 11 17
♦Where two competencies received the same number of to ta l points and 
"necessary" responses, they were given the same rank.
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TABLE I I
EDUCATORS* RESPONSES TO THE SURVEY
Competency Statements
Number of 
Total "Necessary"
Points Responses Rank*
Listens to others, understands directions 
given to him/her by others. 38
Asks questions when in doubt without 
hesitation, 36
Communicates directions c lear ly , 36
Responds to questions asked by others. 36
Communicates ideas to co-workers. 35
Articulates and Pronounces words c learly  
so others can understand. 33
Communicates directions using d if fe re n t  
words and ideas when listeners mis­
understand. 30
Managesdisruptive behavior and conflicts  
in a ra t io n a l,  logical manner (talks  
things out). 30
Communicates with individual subordinates 
about th e ir  needs and progress. 30
Receives and records phone messages 
accurately. 29
Answers the company phone and identif ies  
s e lf  and company. 29
Communicates with superiors about 
problems and d if f ic u l t ie s  without 
" te ll in g  tales" or tearing down co-workers.29
Communicates personal enthusiasm for work 
to be done. 29
18
17
17
16
15
14
10
10
10
12
11
9
9
2
3
4
5
7
7
10
11
12
12
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TABLE I I  C o n tin u e d
Competency Statements
Total
Points
Number of
"Necessary"
Responses Rank
Avoids the use of inappropriate 
or abusive language. 29 9 12
Takes oral c r itic ism  wel1. 28 9 15
Respects the ideas communicated 
by others. 27 8 16
Can ta lk  before a group or in a 
one-to-one setting and present 
information c learly , accurately 
and in teresting ly . 24 8 17
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TABLE I I I  
EMPLOYERS' RESPONSES TO THE SURVEY
Competency Statements
Number of 
Total "Necessary"
Points Responses Rank
Listens to others, understands directions  
given to him/her by others. 24
Asks questions when in doubt without 
hesitation. 23
Communicates directions c lear ly . 21
Responds to questions asked by others. 20
Articulates and pronounces words c learly  
so others can understand. 20
Takes oral cr itic ism  w e l l . 20
Communicates directions using d if fe re n t  
words and ideas when lis teners mis­
understand. 19
Receives and records phome messages 
accurately. 18
Communicates with superiors about 
problems and d if f ic u l t ie s  without 
" te ll in g  tales" or tearing down 
co-workers. 18
Communicates ideas to co-workers. 17
Manages disruptive behavior and
conflicts in a ra t io n a l, logical
manner (ta lks  things ou t). 16
Respects the ideas communicated by others. 15
15
10
9
8
8
7
6
7
7
4
6
4
4
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Communicates personal enthusiasm for  
work to be done.
9
10
11
12
12
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TABLE I I I  C o n t in u e d
Competency Statements
Total
Points
Number of
"Necessary"
Responses Rank
Avoids the use of inappropriate 
or abusive language. 15 4 12
Communicates with individual 
subordinates about th e ir  needs 
and progress. 15 3 15
Answers the company phone and 
id e n tif ies  se lf  and company. 14 5 16
Can talk before a group or in a 
one-to-one setting and present 
information c le a r ly , accurately 
and in te re s tin g ly . 12 3 17
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There was agreement also on the least needed competency. Only 33 
percent of the respondents f e l t  that i t  was "necessary" for vocational- 
technical employees to have the a b i l i t y  to "talk before a group or in 
a one-to-one setting and present information c le a r ly , accurately and 
in te res tin g ly ."  Forty-one percent f e l t  this competency was "not necessary." 
While this competency was f e l t  to be the least needed, there were 
several that had "not necessary" responses.
Employers rated competencies as "not necessary" to a fa r  greater 
extent than educators. There were 30 "not necessary" responses out of 
233 total responses by employers and 12 "not necessary" responses out 
of 340 tota l responses of educators. This means that f i f te e n  percent 
of the employers' responses and only three percent of the educators' 
responses were in the "not necessary" category. Only three competencies 
received two or more "not necessary" responses. Tables IV and V show 
this information.
D. Relevant Comments from Respondents
In addition to the seventeen competency statements l is te d  in 
the questionnaire, recipients were asked to suggest additional 
competencies which might re late  to specific jobs and to make comments 
which could provide additional information for th is study.
One employer commented that people entering the supervisory 
level of employment must have the a b i l i t y  to communicate with individual 
subordinates about the ir  needs and progress. He suggested four additional 
competency areas which may be desirable for a l l  employees, but are 
essential fo r those in a supervisory position. The four suggested
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TABLE IV
EMPLOYERS LIST OF COMPETENCIES HAVING TWO OR MORE "NOT NECESSARY" RESPONSES
Competency
Total
Responses
"Not Necessary" 
Responses
1 . Can ta lk  before a group or in a one-to-one 
setting and present information c le a r ly ,  
accurately and in te resting ly . 14 5
2. Answers the company phone and id e n tif ies  
s e lf  and company. 14 5
3. Communicates ideas to co-workers. 14 3
4. Communicates personal enthusiasm for 
work to be done. 14 3
5. Respects the ideas communicated by others. 14 3
6. Receives and records phone messages accurately.14 3
7. Responds to questions asked by others. 14 2
8. Avoids the use of inappropriate or abusive 
language. 13 2
TABLE V
EDUCATORS LIST OF COMPETENCIES HAVING TWO OR MORE "NOT NECESSARY"RESPONSES
Competency
Total
Responses
"Not Necessary" 
Responses
1 . Can ta lk  before a group or in a one-to-one 
setting and present information c le a r ly ,  
accurately and in te resting ly . 20 4
2. Receives and records phone messages accurately. 20 3
3. Answers the company phone and id e n tif ies  
s e lf  and company. 20 2
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competencies are:
( ! )  Provide private constructive cr itic ism  to subordinates.
{2) Be able to detect a ttitude  problems, and personal d i f f ic u l t ie s  
reflected in a variation of the ind iv idual's  normal conmunicative 
t ra i ts  (p art icu la r ly  when work is e ffec ted .) Be a good lis ten er.
(3) Communicate concern and understanding.
(4) Communicate need for successful completion of assignments, and 
re la te  to employee his position in the overall operation. Keep the 
employee informed.
Another employer f e l t  that i t  is essential for employees to have 
the a b i l i ty  to communicate with customers and to project a favorable 
company image; e.g. politeness and a sense of being helpful to customers 
is probably the single most important communications s k i l l  necessary 
in his business ( r e ta i l  grocery). This same employer f e l t  that one of 
the most overlooked communications s k i l ls  is often seen in prospective 
employees who appear to have had no tra in ing  at school or at home in 
how to talk to prospective employers. Many applicants are turned 
down by this employer a fte r  he speaks to them for a short time and are 
seldom turned down from what they have written on the ir  applications.
The prospective employees that are rejected for this reason are 
prim arily turned down because they lack manners, an indication that they 
would tre a t the customers in the same way.
A th ird  employer supported this view in his added competency 
statement: "Listen and speak to c it izen ry  (customers served) in a
tac tfu l and non-abrasive manner,"
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The instructors had many more comments than the employers. Though 
expressed in several d if fe re n t ways, six of the educators concurred with 
the employer who f e l t  that the a b i l i t y  to communicate with customers and 
project a favorable company image is essential.
Several educators suggested the need fo r correct English grammar 
(none of the employers mentioned th is ) and correct pronunciation. One 
educator cited the need to master the vocabulary and idioms to correctly  
describe the s k i l l  that the person can perform. Another said the 
employees need a f a c i l i t y  with the vocabulary of th e ir  chosen technical 
f ie ld .
Only one educator added the need for the potential employee to sell 
himself in the interview s ituation . Another added the need to under­
stand non-verbal communication.
The open responses from educators and employees were s ign ificant  
in that they e ither reaffirmed or s l ig h t ly  modified the wording of the 
competency statements. None, however, of the open statements proved 
to be s u ff ic ie n t ly  d iffe ren t from the seventeen competencies given to 
ju s t i fy  the need for an eighteenth competency statement. These and 
other statements which e ither reaffirm  or extend the seventeen 
competency statements included in the questionnaire are presented in 
th e ir  en tire ty  in Appendix G.
E. Conclusions
The f i r s t  and most obvious conclusion that can be drawn from 
this information is that both employers and educators do feel that there 
is a need for potential vocational-technical employees to have certain  
s k i l ls  in oral communications.
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Both groups agreed to the top three competencies and on the least 
needed competency. This, i t  seems, indicates that educators and employers 
show a measure of agreement on which competencies should be taught 
during the training of potential vocational-technical employees to 
assure that they mastered these s k i l ls  before seeking employment.
I t  appears that the needed speaking competencies pertain to a l l  
areas of employment. Only two of the competencies were rated s ig n if ica n tly  
d iffe ren t based on the occupation to which these competencies pertain. 
Instructors in secretaria l science programs and employers of c le r ica l  
workers rated the competencies related to answering the company phone 
and recording phone messages accurately as necessary while most others 
related these competencies as highly desirable or not necessary.
The most interesting conclusion which can be drawn from the 
comments of the respondents to this questionnaire is that the 
respondents f e l t  that the least needed oral communication s k i l l  is the 
a b i l i t y  to ta lk  before a group or in a one-to-one setting and present 
information c le a r ly , accurately, and in te resting ly . Both employers 
and educators f e l t  that this s k i l l  did not add to the persons a b i l i t y  
to gain and maintain employment.
The table which follows shows the six top ranked competencies from 
the combined responses of educators and employers. These six were chosen 
because they had a positive response rate of seventy percent or higher.
The choice of seventy percent was a rb itra ry . This l i s t  serves as the 
basis for comparing employees' competencies in oral communication with  
salary, level of management, self-perceived Job performance, and s e l f ­
perceived job satisfaction  as discussed in Section V of this chapter.
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TABLE VI
SIX MOST NEEDED ORAL COMMUNICATION COMPETENCIES
(1) Listen to others, understands directions given to him/her by 
others.
(2) Ask questions when in doubt without hesitation,
(3) Communicate directions Clearly.
(4) Respond to questions asked by others
(5) A rticu late  and pronounce words c learly  so others can understand.
(6) Communicate ideas to co-workers.
11. Analysis Of The Current Vocational Technical Programs To Determine
The Relevance Of Oral Communication Competencies In Existing
hrogramn
The programs reviewed for this element included a l l  of the 1977- 
1978 Comprehensive Employment and Training Act vocational training  
programs within the New Orleans Prime Sponsorship and the state  
vocational-technical schools in the greater New Orleans Area.
In a l l  of the programs reviewed, the o ff ic e  occupations programs 
are concerned with communications, but the greater emphasis has been 
placed on written communications. The office occupations program 
operated by the New Orleans S k ills  Center provides the most training  
for students in the area of oral communications. Students in this  
program are taught basic o ffic e  speech, including proper pronunciation, 
phone use, and manners.
The students who attend one of the state vocational-technical schools 
do not receive any specific training in oral communication, unless they 
are enrolled in an o ff ic e  occupations course. The program in o ff ic e  
occupations include tra in ing in business speech and o ffice  procedures. 
Other programs offered in the vocational-technical schools are involved 
with "hands-on" teaching of trades courses. Students are taught
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"related studies" on an as-needed basis. According to a brochure 
from the Orleans Area Vocational Technical School, the prevocation- 
special needs program "is designed to help students with academic 
deficiencies in reading, mathematics and language."
A review of existing programs shows that no s ign if ican t emphasis 
is being placed on providing the vast majority of vocational-technical 
trainees with the opportunity to gain oral communication competencies.
I f  the immediate requirements of a program do not require the gaining 
of a particu lar oral communication s k i l l ,  i t  is not offered. An o ffice  
occupation student may learn to answer the telephone because i t  is a 
required job task. An automotive mechanic student who ultimately w il l  
have to order parts and explain automotive problems to customers gets 
very l i t t l e  or no tra in ing  in oral communications because there is no 
obvious job task in repairing a car that requires good oral 
communication s k i l ls .
Since the issue of job attainment had been raised by several of 
the employers and one of the educators who responded to the survey, 
and since the a b i l i ty  to gain employment is often dependent upon one's 
s k i l ls  in handling the job interview, program directors and instructors  
were asked to explain what tra in ing was given to th e ir  students to 
prepare them for job interviews.
For a l l  of the C.E.T.A. programs, preparation fo r job interviews is 
handled by the Louisiana Department of Employment Security (L .D .E .S .) 
and the Urban League placement program. The students are prepared for
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the interview by job counselors who provide each student with the nine
page pamphlet. This pamphlet contains the following topics:
Prepare yourself 
Know yourself
Know something about the firm  
Check your personal appearance 
Go to the interview alone 
Arrive early
Be a le r t  during the interview  
Think before answering 
Bring a fact sheet 
Don't argue
Leave your troubles at.home 
Seek advice
According to Lois Wilson, Job Placement Counselor for Urban League, 
very l i t t l e  emphasis is placed on the oral communication aspects of the 
interview. Most of the attention is drawn to appearance and the 
mechanics of going to the interviews. Placement from the vocational- 
technical schools is usually handled by individual instructors fo r  
th e ir  students. There is no provision for job interview preparation. 
Students may ask counselors fo r help i f  they so desire. From this 
information, the conclusion can be drawn that there is very l i t t l e  
training provided for job interviews. Yet, careful analysis of the 
job interview situation shows that s k i l ls  in at least f iv e  of the six 
most needed oral communication competencies would greatly benefit the 
person seeking employment.
I l l . The Analysis of the Employees Response to the Questionnaire
Once the responses from the educators and employers had been 
tabulated and the oral communication s k i l ls  in current vocational-tech­
nical programs had been reviewed, a questionnaire, which is included 
in Appendix C. was developed to secure data from employees who were
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recent graduates of vocational-technical programs in the metropolitan 
New Orleans Area. The employee questionnaire included two questions 
related to the seventeen competency statements which comprised the 
major part of the educators and employers questionnaires. At f i r s t  
i t  was f e l t  that these two questions should include only the six top 
competencies from the educators and employers questionnaire. This was 
revised, la te r ,  to include a l l  seventeen competency statements so as 
to acquire a l l  data which were relevant. This questionnaire was tested 
on twenty vocational-technical employees who were part-time students at 
Delgado College during the spring of 1978. The questionnaire was then 
revised as necessary in order to c la r i fy  statements for the benefit 
of the recipients of the questionnaire. The results of the test 
survey are not included in the analysis of data.
One hundred and twenty questionnaires were d istributed to recent 
graduates of vocational-technical tra ining programs. S ixty-four  
questionnaires were sent to those completing C.E.T.A. training programs 
between July and December of 1977, forty were sent to August 1977 graduates 
of the Jefferson Parish Vocational-Technical School and sixteen were 
distributed to recent graduates of local proprietary schools. The 
distribution  of the questionnaire is discussed in deta il in Chapter I I I .
F i f ty - f iv e  individuals, representing fo rty -s ix  percent of those 
being sent questionnaires responded to the survey. A description of 
the respondents follows.
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A. Characteristics of Respondents
Each respondent was asked to l i s t  his or her current 
occupation as well as the area of tra in ing . Only one person did not 
respond to this question. The following table shows the employment 
of the respondents.
TABLE -  V II
OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF RESPONDENTS
Occupational Male Female
Category Respondents Respondents
Air Conditioning/Refrigeration 2
Auto Mechanics 3
Commercial A r t is t  
Computer Programmer 
Deckhand
Electronic Technician 
Furniture Repairer 
General Business/Accounting 3 2
Maintenance Employee 3
Welder 7
Cashier - -  3
Cosmetologist — 1
D iete tic  Assistant - -  2
Hotel/Motel Operations - -  4
Office Occupations — 15
Practical Nurse — 4
The responses came from th irty-one women and twenty-four men. The
largest occupational category represented is o ffic e  occupations which
includes people trained as receptionists , clerks, typ is ts , stenographers,
and secretaries. All f i f te e n  respondents in this category were women.
The second largest occupational category represented is welding with a
to ta l of seven male respondents. Welding includes people trained as
tackers through c e r t i f ie d  welders.
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Over seventy-nine percent of the respondents were between the ages 
of twenty and th i r ty - f iv e .  There were only 5.7 percent of the 
respondents under age twenty, 34 percent were between twenty and twenty- 
f iv e ,  jus t over fo r ty - f iv e  percent were between twenty-six and th ir ty -  
f iv e . The remaining f i f te e n  percent were over th i r ty - f iv e .  Thus* the 
60 percent of the respondents who are above twenty-five are s ig n if ican tly  
older than the majority of individuals attending post secondary programs.
The respondents were asked to give th e ir  racia l and ethnic back­
ground, i f  they so desired.
Ninety-one percent of the respondents answered this question. Of 
those answering this question, fo r ty -s ix  percent were white, fo rty -s ix  
percent were black and eight percent were o r ien ta l.  Only one respondent 
indicated being of Spanish orig in .
Other characteristics of the participants are seen in the responses 
on employment, salary and management which follow.
As part of the questionnaire, the respondents were asked several 
questions about th e ir  current employment status and about several aspects 
of gaining employment.
The vast majority of the respondents have beem employed fu l l  time 
since completing th e ir  tra in in g , as indicated in the table which 
follows:
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(1) Employed 
Full Time
(2) Employed 
Part Time
(3) Unable To 
Find
Employment
(4) Continuing 
Educati on
(5) Combinations 
of 2 & 4 or 
3 & 4
TABLE V I I I  
EMPLOYMENT SINCE TRAINING
Males Females
81?J 76.7%
0% 16 .7%
4.8% 0%
14.3% 0%
0?: 6.7%
As to how they acquired the ir current occupations, the respondents' 
replies show that 29.6 percent found th e ir  jobs through "word-of-mouth" 
sources, 18.5 percent found jobs through placement services connected 
with the ir  tra in ing programs, 13 percent located th e ir  jobs through 
newspaper ads, and only 5 percent found jobs through employment agencies. 
The remaining 33 percent of the respondents, including the 14.8 percent 
who are not working, did not find jobs through any of the means mentioned 
previously.
In order to obtain th e ir  employment, the respondents' replies show 
that 88.9 percent were interviewed by the employers before being hired.
Louis Harris Associates recently conducted a poll in which workers 
were asked to rate th e ir  employers' performance In several areas. The 
workers rated communication between the employers and employees the lowest,
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In fa c t ,  th ir ty -n in e  percent of the employees who responded to the 
Harris poll rated th e ir  employers negatively in this area.®
The Harris information confirms the data received in this study. 
Educators and employers feel that oral communication is important and 
employees concur. When asked to rate th e ir  oral communication a b i l i t y  
in regard to its  e ffe c t on job performance and job satis fac tion , 80 
percent of the employees who responded to the questionnaire f e l t  that 
a b i l i t y  in oral communications had moderate to s ign ificant e ffec t on 
job performance and job satis fac tion . One legal secretary who responded 
stated that communication s k i l ls  "are needed to be able to comnunicate 
with people on a l l  leve ls ."
A cosmetologist f e l t ,  "before you can begin to work with a c l ie n t  
you must be able to communicate and find out what they do and what th e ir  
personal likes are."
A compressor mechanic f e l t  communication is important and said,
"As long as I do work for other men, I should communicate for better  
understanding to improve my a b i l i t y  to do work."
One foreign students said, "Now my English is not as good as I need 
fo r my current job and, of course, to get a better job ."  He is currently  
working as a deck hand on a harbor tug. Most of the non-native Americans 
voiced the same sentiment. Even 1f they finished a tra in ing  program 
jobs were d i f f i c u l t  to find because of th e ir  lack of English communication 
s k i l ls .
Potts, Mark, "Changes in Workplace Can Boost Productivity , 
Professionals Say," The New Orleans Times Picayune „ 
November 23, 1978, p7W .  -------
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One respondent who f e l t  cormtunication s k i l ls  were not important 
for him to get a job and to do well at work provided a comment. This 
young mechanic said, "No, the type of work that I do requires more 
physical work than communication."
An electronic technologist states, "A person has to be able to
communicate well so that he can be able to properly present himself to
the employer (se ll  himself). Communication is also important with
fellow employees (especially in a technical f ie ld )  in order to insure
effic iency , r e l ia b i l i t y ,  and to avoid costly mistakes."
B. Respondents Perceptions of Training and the Development of 
CofTiTiunication S k ills
When the respondents were asked i f  th e ir  job tra in ing did 
anything to improve th e ir  speaking and listening s k i l l s ,  nearly seventy- 
six percent said "yes",14.8 percent said "no" and 9.3 percent were 
"not sure." The table which follows shows the difference between male 
and female responses.
TABLE IX
DID TRAINING IMPROVE COMMUNICATION?
Responses Males Females Totals
Yes 66.7 83.3 75.9
No 23.8 6.7 14.8
Not Sure 9.5 10.0 9.3
The respondents were asked, "Do you feel that there is any connection 
between your communication s k il ls  and the a b i l i t y  to get a job and do 
well at work?"
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Almost seventy percent of the respondents said "yes" over 
th irteen percent said "no" and nearly seventeen percent e ither did not 
respond to this question or else were not sure i f  there was a connection.
This survey was sent to recent (within the last year) graduates of 
vocational-technical tra ining programs. Therefore, i t  can be surmised 
that employees who are currently employed following these tra in ing  
programs w il l  not have reached th e ir  maximum potential in management 
positions. Yet, when asked to rate th e ir  jobs as to its  level of 
supervision, the respondents replies were as follows:
There was a considerable difference between the male and female 
replies to this question. See the responses below.
TABLE X
LEVEL OF MANAGEMENT IN ORGANIZATION
Top Level Management 
Mid-Management 
Supervisory 
Non-Supervisory
Percent
2
14.0
20.0 
64.0
TABLE XI
DIFFERENCE IN MANAGEMENT LEVELS BETWEEN MEN AND WOMEN
Level
Male
Percent
Female
Percent
Top Management 
Mid-Management 
Supervisory
4.8
4.8
28.6 
61 .9
0
22.0
11. 1
67.7Non-Supervisory
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As indicated in the information concerning management leve ls , these 
people have been working in the vocational-technical area fo r which they 
were trained for one year or less, therefore i t  can be assumed that they 
have not reached th e ir  maximum potential income. Here again, there is 
a large discrepancy between the responses of men and women. See 
Table X I I .
TABLE XII
SALARIES OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL EMPLOYEES (ONE YEAR OR LESS EXPERIENCE)
Percent
Salary Range Men Women Total
SO-5000 13.1 34.6 26
$5001-10,000 31.8 61.5 46
$10,001-15,000 22.7 3.8 14
$15,001- 31.8 0 14
C. The Employees Responses to the Seventeen Competency Statements.
The employees were given the same l i s t  of the seventeen
selected oral communication competencies as was sent to the educators
and employers. F irs t  the employees were asked to rate th e ir  training  
in each competency.
The choices for responses were: (1) Considerable tra in ing in this
s k i l l ,  (2) Moderate training in this s k i l l ,  (3) No tra in ing in this s k i l l ,
or (4) I gained this s k i l l ,  but not as part of my vocational education.
Next the recipients of the questionnaire were asked to indicate how these 
s k i l ls  re la te  to th e ir  current or anticipated employment. The possible 
responses for each of the seventeen stated competencies were (1) Not 
needed for current job; (2) Needed fo r current job; (3) Needed for
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promotion to a higher level job in this f ie ld ;  and, (4) Needed for  
future career advancement.
The seventeen tables which fo llow , show the responses received 
from the employees on each of the competency statements.
*A11 
responses 
shown 
in 
percentage.
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TABLE XXI 
EMPLOYEE RESPONSES TO COMPETENCY 9 
"CAN TALK BEFORE A GROUP OR IN-A-ONE-TO-ONE SETTING AND 
PRESENT INFORMATION CLEARLY, ACCURATELY, AND INTERESTINGLY"
A. Training
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TABLE XXIV 
EMPLOYEE RESPONSES TO COMPETENCY 12 
"MANAGE DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR AND CONFLICTS IN A RATIONAL, LOGICAL MANNER"
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TABLE XXV 
EMPLOYEE RESPONSES TO COMPETENCY 13 
"COMMUNICATE WITH INDIVIDUAL SUBORDINATES ABOUT THEIR NEEDS AND PROGRESS"
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The six competencies which were found to be most s ign if ican t by the 
educators and employers were re la t iv e ly  important to the employees also. 
The most important competency to the educators and employees 
was, "Listen to Others, Understand Directions Given by Others." The 
responses of the employees show that 89.7% of the respondents have 
at least moderate tra in ing in this s k i l l .  While 69.2% of the group 
acquired this s k i l l  in th e ir  tra in ing program, an additional 20.5% 
gained this s k i l l  elsewhere. Among the female respondents, 79.2% gained 
this s k i l l  in training while only 12.5% acquired this s k i l l  elsewhere. 
The men showed a d iffe re n t response. Only f i f t y  percent of the men 
acquired this s k i l l  while in a training program, yet another 33.3%
acquired this s k i l l  elsewhere. (See Table XIV).
F ifty-two and a ha lf percent of the respondents state that the 
a b i l i ty  to "Listen to Others and Understand Directions” is needed for 
th e ir  current job. S ign ifican tly  more women (61,5%) than men (38.5%) 
f e l t  this s k i l l  is needed fo r th e ir  current job. Only 7.7% of the 
women f e l t  they needed this s k i l l  fo r advancement beyond th e ir  current 
job, but 15.4% of the men f e l t  the need.
The second most important s k i l l  according to the educators and
employers Is the a b i l i t y  to "Ask Questions When in Doubt Without 
Hesitation." The employee respondents indicate that 89.7% have had at  
least moderate training in this s k i l l  and 52.5% indicate that this s k i l l  
Is needed for th e ir  current job. (See Table XVI)
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While the educators and employers f e l t  that the a b i l i t y  to 
“Communicate Directions C leraly ,"  was the th ird  most needed s k i l l ,
the employees f e l t  less need for this s k i l l  than fo r some of the others.
Only 47.6% of the respondents f e l t  that this s k i l l  was needed for 
th e ir  current job (See Table X I I I ) .  Yet 92.3% had received moderate 
to considerable tra in ing in this s k i l l ,  a higher percentage than in 
most of the other competencies.
The fourth most needed s k i l l  according to the educators and 
employers is the a b i l i t y  to "Respond to Questions Asked by Others." 
F if ty - f iv e  percent of the employees who responded claimed this s k i l l  
was needed for th e ir  current job, a higher percentage than for any of 
the other top six competencies. Yet only 83.7% of the respondents 
had moderate to considerable training in this s k i l l .  (See Table 
X V II I)
The ranking of the educators and employers responses to the next
two competencies was the same. There responses indicated that the
a b i l i ty  to "Communicate Ideas to Co-Workers" and to "Articulate and 
Pronounce Words Clearly So Others Can Understand", were the f i f t h  and 
sixth most needed communication s k i l ls .
The employees who responded had a somewhat d if fe ren t view. Only 
46.3% of the respondents f e l t  that the a b i l i t y  to communicate with 
co-workers was needed fo r th e ir  current job. Here there was a large 
difference between the views of males and females. The responses show 
that 57.7% of the women need this s k i l l  on current jobs, but only 28.6% 
of the men do. In spite of this lower need, 94.7% of the respondents
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f e l t  that they had moderate to considerable training in this s k i l l .
Over ha lf of the men, 58.3%, f e l t  they acquired this s k i l l  outside of 
th e ir  vocational training program. (See Table XV).
Exactly f i f t y  percent of the employee respondents f e l t  that the 
a b i l i t y  to "Articulate and Pronounce Words Clearly So Others Can 
Understand" was needed for th e ir  current job. Of the females who 
responded, 57.7% f e l t  they needed this s k i l l  fo r  th e ir  current job 
and 17.5% f e l t  i t  would be needed fo r promotions to higher levels.
The male response showed that while only 38.5% of them needed this s k i l l  
in th e ir  current job, 23.1% saw the need for this s k i l l  in order to be 
promoted.
The respondents indicated that ju s t over eighty percent had 
acquired this s k i l l .  The females had a much higher percentage of 
training in this area. Nearly eighty-seven percent of the women and 
only s ix ty -fo u r percent of the men had acquired this s k i l l .
(See Table XXVIII)
F in a lly ,  a rank order comparison of the responses given by educators, 
employers and employees to the seventeen oral communication competency 
statements was made. I t  shows that while some rankings coincide, there 
are several notible differences in the p r io r it ie s  of each of the three 
groups. (See Table XXX)
The most s ign ificant difference is seen in the employees' number 
one ranking, "Avoid the Use of Inappropriate or Abusive Language."
Both educators and employers ranked this as number twelve.
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From the viewpoint of the employees, "Respect fo r  the Ideas 
Cemnunicated by Others" tied  for th ird  in needed competencies, but 
to educators this ranked as a very low sixteenth and employers ranked 
this as twelfth  in importance.
The employers and employees placed the a b i l i ty  to "Communicate 
Ideas to Others" as tenth, while the educators placed this in the 
top one-third with a f ive  ranking.
Educators ranked the need to "Take Oral Criticism well" a low 
f i f te e n th ,  but employers ranked this sixth and employees ranked this 
seventh.
There was only one competency statement that a l l  three groups 
ranked the same. In each group the lowest p r io r ity  was given to the 
statement, "Can Talk Before a Group or in a One-to-One Setting and 
Present Information C learly , Accurately, and In te resting ly ."
For f iv e  of the competency statements the rankings for each 
of the three groups were within 2 points of one another. Each of 
f ive  statements which received the most consistent responses also 
was rated as one of the top 6  p r io r i t ie s .  These statements and the 
combined rankings follow.
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Statement Combined Rankings
"Listens to others, understands directions  
given to him/her by others."
"Asks questions when in doubt without 
h e s ita t io n ."
"Responds to questions asked by others."
2
3
"Articulates and pronounces words c learly
so others can understand." 5
"Communicates directions using d if fe re n t
words and Ideas when listeners misunderstand. 11 6
Four of the f ive  competency statements shown above are included in 
the six most needed oral communlcation competencies as determined by 
the educators and employers. The f i f t h  statement, "Communicates 
Directions Using D ifferent Words and Ideas When Listeners Misunderstand," 
was ranked seventh by the educators and employers.
The competency statement, "Communicates Directions Clearly" was 
fourth in the combined rankings. Both the educators and employers f e l t  
th is was the th ird  most needed s k i l l ,  but the employees lis ted  this 
competency as number eight.
This information points out that while educators, employers, and 
employees vary in th e ir  p r io r it ie s  for oral communication needs they 
do, in fa c t ,  agree on most of those considered as necessary for gaining 
and maintaining employment.
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TABLE XXX
RANK ORDER COMPARISON OF THE ORAL COMMUNICATION COMPETENCY STATEMENTS
1 . Communicates directions c lear ly . “
ED
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“
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D
2 . Listens to others, understands directions  
given to him/her by others. 1 1 3 1
3. Communicates ideas to co-workers 5 1 0 1 0 7
4. Asks questions when in doubt without hesitation 2 2 3 2
5. Conrnunicates directions using d if fe re n t  words 
and ideas when listeners misunderstand. 7 7 9 6
6 . Responds to questions asked by others. 4 4 2 3
7. Communicates personal enthusiasm for work to 
be done. 1 2 1 2 15 15
8 . Avoidsthe use of inappropriate or abusive 
language. 1 2 1 2 1 7
9. Can ta lk  before a group or in a one-to-one 
setting and presents information c le a r ly ,  
accurately, and in teresting ly . 17 17 17 17
1 0 . Respects the ideas communicated by others. 16 1 2 3 1 2
1 1 . Takes oral c r itic ism  wel1. 15 6 7 9
1 2 . Manages disruptive behavior and conflicts in a 
regional, logical manner (ta lks things out). 7 1 1 1 2 1 1
13. Communicates with individual subordinates 
about th e ir  needs and progress. 7 15 6 9
14. Communicates with superiors about problems and 
d if f ic u l t ie s  without " te l l in g  tales" or tearing 
down co-workers. 1 2 9 1 1 13
15. Articulates and pronounces words c le ar ly  so 
others can understand. 6 5 6 5
15. Answers the company phone and Id en tify  se lf  
and company. 1 1 16 1 2 15
17. Receives and records messages accurately. 1 0 8 14 13
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IV. The Significance of Acquired S k ills  In The Six Most Needed
B r il Conmuni cation Competencies"As Measured Against Supervisory 
Level. Salary, Self-perce1ved Job Performance and Self-oercelved  
Job 5atUfaction:---- ---------------
After tabulating a l l  of the responses from educators, employers 
and employees, an attempt was made to e ith er  prove or disprove the 
null hypothesis, "There 1s no relationship between the achievement of 
selected oral communication competencies and the supervisory le v e l ,  
salary, self-perceived job performance and self-perceived job satis faction  
among Individuals with vocational-technical tra in ing .
The employee responses were analyzed to see i f  a positive or 
negative correlation exists between the acquisition of the six most 
needed oral conrnunication competencies stated previously and job 
sa tis fac tion , management le v e l ,  and salary. This s ta t is t ic a l  analysis 
was done through the use of the Chi Square Measurement, which is a test  
of s ta t is t ic a l  significance.^ I t  helps determine whether a systematic 
relationship exists between two variables. This 1s done by computing 
the cell frequencies which would be expected i f  no relationship is 
present between the variables. The expected ce ll frequencies are then 
compared to the actual values found in the table according to the 
following formula:
^S ta tis tic a l Package For The Social Sciences (McGraw-Hill, 
Inc. New York, 1975) p .223.
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where f^ equals the observed frequency in each c e l l ,  and f* equals 
the expected frequency calculated as
f !  ei r i 
6   N----------------
where e^  is the frequency in a respective column marginal, r is the
frequency in a respective row marginal, and M stands for to ta l number
of va lid  cases.
The greater the discrepancies between the expected and actual 
frequencies, the larger chi-square becomes. The higher the chi-square 
value, the less probability  there is of obtaining this number purely by 
chance, therefore, we could conclude the existance of systematic 
relationship. Chi Square is s t r ic t ly  applicable only for making inferences
Q
from sample data to conditions existing in the larger population.
While the conventional level of significance for rejecting the 
null hypothesis is 5 percent (w ritten  as 0.5 level of s ignificance),  
significance levels of 1 0  to 2 0  percent are to lerable  in preliminary
g
investigations. For the purpose of this study only those variables 
with a chi square value of 4.77295 or greater and a level of significance  
of .09 or less are considered in the rejection of the null hypothesis.
There are existing differences in the salaries paid to men and 
those paid to women with the same amount of tra in ing . National s ta t is t ic s  
show that women earn substantially less than men and f a i l  to a tta in  jobs 
a t higher management levels. Women currently make up about forty-one
8 Ib1d, p .224 
9
Isaac, Stephen, and Michael, William B., Handbook In Research 
and Evaluations, (Robert R. Knapp, San Diego 1972), p .144
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percent of the national labor force and yet represent only f ive  percent 
of the sk illed  c ra f t  workers and twenty-two percent of the managers.
S tatis tics  for Louisiana show that over h a lf of the women between 
20 and 44 are in the labor forced® yet in no occupational group are 
the annual wages of women as much as two-thirds those of men employed 
in s im ilar w ork.^  jo prevent these differences from affecting the 
correlations in this study, the data fo r this element are presented 
separately fo r males and females.
Tables XXXI and XXXII i l lu s t r a te  the national s ta t is t ic s .
The responses of the males and female employees in regard to the 
amount of training they received in each of the six most needed 
communication s k i l ls  and th e ir  need for each of these comnunication 
s k il ls  on th e ir  jobs were measured against the respondents' replies  
on self-perceived job performance and self-perceived job sa tis fac tion ,  
management supervisory le v e l, and current salary.
The twelve questions in the Employees Survey which pertained to 
the six most needed oral communications s k i l ls ,  as determined from the 
Educators and Employers Survey were;
Rate your vocational training in each of these s k i l ls
1. Listen to others, understands directions given by him/her by 
others.
2. Ask questions when in doubt without hesitation.
3. Comnunicate directions c lear ly .
Louisiana Working Women (Louisiana Bureau for Women, Office of 
Human Services, Louisiana Department of Health and Human 
Resources) December 1977, p .3
11 I b i d . , p . 16
TABI.E XXXI
Women Are Underrepresented as Managers 
and Skilled Craft Workers
Percent of Total Workers 
100-
0 0
60-
40-
20 -
0 -
79%
20% 22%
All Cratt Nonretail Managers Operatives Professional Service Retail Clerical
Occupations Workers Sales Workers Workers Sales Workers
Workers Workers
Some* PicjHrrfl by M Wawn Qwmu, Ottrt gt ft* SiMcljry Irgn 19/1 Jhnnual inxiir?) data 
puldDiwi by fcatu Utoo* Sutitkv u S oi t atm
Anrtntl 10/B
Private
household
Workers
us
TABLE XXX[ I
Fully Employed Women Continue To Earn Less Than Fully 
Employed Men of Either White or Minority* Races
1966
Men
■-TT ivrp.r"
$7,164
.$4,528' j?
Women
J r . t i t  V t i * i * , i  •n r . s ' *
$4,152 hM
$2,949 '\P
White
Minority
1976
Men
iriniji Ai.irSiht
$14,071
•- -  . $10,496 j l?
Women
$7,025. :
' ) n c * * t r t  t t I rp ca t « •$ »  M o t  «*W »
S<MC4 F ro tw c tf  fry  N  U fO DM  l  B m w ,  O I M  « l Ifw  U % O f | * t A « n t  o f Labor, h o w  0 « I |  p y t i t i f M  by b e
o t tM  C*n«ua. u  5  O tp o flrM iU  o f Com m erce
Aifv* IM
^0Ul
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4. Respond to questions asked by others.
5. A rticu late  and pronounce words c learly  so others can understand.
6 . Communicate ideas to co-workers.
They were measured against these three questions:
1. Do you feel that your oral communication a b i l i t y  with co-workers, 
superiors and subordinates
 { 1 ) has l i t t l e  or no e ffe c t  on your job performance?
 ___ ( 2 ) has l i t t l e  or no e ffe c t  on your job satisfaction?
 (3) has moderate e ffe c t  on your job performance?
 (4) has s ign if ican t e ffe c t on your job performance?
 (5) has s ig n ifican t e ffe c t on yorr job satisfaction?
2. Please check the box which best describes your current duties.
_(1) Top Management__________________ ________ (3) Supervisory
_(2) Mid-Management ________ (4) Non-Supervisory
3. Please indicate your current salary level.
_(1) $0-5000 yearly  (3) $10,001-515,000
yearly
_(2) 55001-510,000 yearly _________________(4) Above $15,000
yearly
Eight positive associations were found in the female sample. Five 
of these had a level of significance at .05 or better. Three had a level 
of significance at better than . 1 0 .
There were f iv e  associations with better than a .10 level of 
significance among the male respondents, four of these had a .05 or 
less level of significance.
The thirteen associations with levels of significance at better  
than .10 are shown on Tables XXXIII and XXXIV.
Considering these data, i t  appears that for at least certain oral 
communication s k i l ls ,  there is some association perceived by employees 
between the development of oral communication competencies and job
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success as measured by self-perceived performance, self-perceived  
job sa tis fac tion , salary, or supervisory le v e l.
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TABLE X X X I I I
CHI SQUARE VALUES OF VARIABLES COMPARED WITH A 
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL OF .10 OR LESS AMONG FEMALE RESPONDENTS
Variables Compared CHI Square Value Level of Significance
1. Training in Communicating 
Directions Clearly By Job 
Performance and Job
Satisfaction. 12.01359 0.01
2. Training in Listening 
to Others By Job Per­
formance and Job
Satisfaction. 13.36020 0.09
3. Training 1n Communicating 
Ideas to Co-Workers By 
Job Performance and Job
Satisfaction. 18.43932 0.001
4. Training in Responding 
to Questions Asked By 
Others By Job Performance
and Job Satisfaction. 12.15758 0.01
5. Training in Articulation  
and Pronunciation of 
Words Clearly By Job 
Performance and Job
Satisfaction. 12.53524 0.01
6 . Employment Need for  
S k il l  in Listening 
to Others By Job 
Performance and Job
Satisfaction. 4.77295 0.09
7. Employment Need for 
Responding to Questions 
By Job Performance and
Job Satisfaction. 4.77295 0.09
8 . Employment Need for  
A rticu la tion  and 
Pronunciation of Words 
Clearly By Job Performance
and Job Satisfaction. 4.77295 0.09
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TABLE XXXIV
CHI SQUARE VALUES OF VARIABLES COMPARED WITH A 
SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL OF .10 OR LESS AMONG MALE RESPONDENTS
Variables Compared
1. Training in Communicating 
Ideas to Co-Workers By 
Level of Management
2. Training in Asking 
Questions When In 
Doubt By Level of 
Management
3. Training in Asking 
Questions When In 
Doubt by Salary Level
4. Employment Need for 
Communicating Directions 
Clearly By Salary Level
5. Employment Need for  
Communicating Ideas to 
Co-Workers By Salary 
Level
CHI Square Value
13.00000
13.32500
11.03030
8.12308
Level of Significance
.01
.009
.08
.04
7 . 5 0 0 0 0 .05
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION
The data analyzed and the conclusions reached herein are the 
results of mall surveys and personal Interviews held with educators, 
employers, and employees In the New Orleans Metropolitan area and 
re f le c t  the views of over one hundred Individuals.
There were certain lim itations 1n this study which could not be 
controlled. The various personal backgrounds, working conditions, 
education, and learning a b i l i t ie s  affected individuals' perceptions of 
the need for good communication s k i l ls .  The use of the questionnaire 
lim ited feedback to some extent. The respondents, in some cases, may 
have misinterpreted certain words or phrases. The fact that many 
responses were structured for categorical answers to allow s ta t is t ic a l  
analysis of data lim ited to some degree the range of information that 
might have been gathered.
Given the circumstances of this study, the results re f le c t  the 
perception of three s ign ificant groups of people in one specific  
geographical area. Thus, this study was descriptive by nature.
In spite of these lim itations and the use of a mail questionnaire 
with Its  inherent weaknesses, several conclusions can be drawn from the 
data generated in this study.
F irs t ,  the people who tra in  and prepare individuals for employment, 
the people who hire individuals to work in occupations requiring  
vocational-technical tra ining and the individuals who are employed in 
vocations requiring s k i l ls  tra in ing a l l  indicated that there is a
1 0 0
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nsed for the development of good oral corrmunication s k i l ls  among 
vocational-technical trained employees. None of the respondents 
indicated that the development of certain oral communication s k i l ls  were 
not necessary for job satisfaction and gaining and maintaining employment.
However, the p r io r it ie s  varied on which oral communication 
competencies were most needed, depending on the viewpoint or needs of 
the respondents.
In spite of this expressed need for good oral communication s k i l ls  
among vocationally-technically  trained workers, the review of the 
current programs and the interviews with teachers and program directors  
revealed l i t t l e  attempt to tra in  future workers in oral communications.
I t  appears, that in many programs, the emphasis on tra in ing a person to 
perform a given job has become so specialized that the to ta l vocational 
environment may not be seen.
The null hypothesis, "There is no relationship between the 
achievement of selected oral conrnunication competencies and the 
supervisory le v e l,  salary, self-perceived job performance and s e lf -  
perceived job satisfaction among individuals with vocational-technical 
tra in ing ,"  had to be rejected. The educators and employers who 
responded to this study and whose responses were used to determine the 
six most needed oral communication s k i l ls  indicated that there 1 s a 
need fo r vocational-technical employees to have certain  s k i l ls  1 n 
oral communications.
The responses of the employees as to the amount of training acquired 
1 n each of the six most needed oral communication s k il ls  and the need for 
these six s k i l ls  on th e ir  current jobs show that there is a positive
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correlation between the acquisition of selected oral communication 
competencies and management le v e l,  salary, and self-perceived job 
performance and satisfaction .
Ch1 Square tests of s ta t is t ic a l  significance were computed to 
determine whether a relationship existed between each of the six 
oral conrnunication competencies and salary, supervisory level and 
self-perceived job performance and job satis faction .
Of the th ir ty -s ix  variables tested, th irteen  of the comparisons 
yielded correlations which were s ign ificant a t better than .09 leve l.
When the employees were asked, i f  th e ir  "train ing Improved th e ir  
communication," nearly seventy-six percent answered a ff irm ative ly ;  when 
asked i f  there was a "connection between conrnunication s k il ls  and the 
a b i l i t y  to get a job and do w e ll*a t  work," seventy percent said yes.
This is in keeping with the results of the Economic Impact Evaluation 
of the Responsibility Language System, Inc . 1 which determined that people 
with communications tra in ing  found jobs quicker than students without 
tra in ing .
Or. Leon Lessinger has stressed the need for every student to know 
the basic s k il ls  without which he would f a i l  in a modern society,^ yet
^Jack B. Schmitt, Economic Impact Evaluation of the Responsible 
Language System, Inc. Atlanta, July 1977.
2Leon Lessinger, Every Kid a Winner, fNew York: Simon and Schuster .
1970) p .5.
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l i t t l e  evidence of th is type o f tra in ing was discovered in the review 
of vocational programs. Laura Lemolne, in her study, found that 
businessmen ranked high e ffec tive  interviewing, telephoning, listening  
and leading formal discussions.3 This is in keeping with the fac t that 
Lemolne's and most other communication studies have been done at the 
college and graduate leve l.
There 1s a very real need to further the study of communication 
s k i l ls  among those individuals who may never have the need, desire or 
a b i l i ty  to attend college.
Lemoine raises another major issue. Most classes in communication 
for business and industry have been done by college business departments 
in which business educators gave oral coimiunication low p r io r ity  in 
business communication courses.^ There is a need to encourage college 
speech departments that are not now doing so to develop oral communication 
courses f i t t in g  the needs of business and industry and to move toward 
teaching these courses to business majors. At the vocational-technical 
le v e l,  oral communication courses that enhance the specific tra in ing  
needs of sk illed  workers should be developed and taught by speech 
educators who understand the oral communication needs of vocational- 
technical employers and employees.
\a u r a  Lemolne, The Impact of Speech Training On Oral Communication 
Performance In Industry As Percieved by Louisiana State University 
Graduates, 1950-1967, PhTTT Dissertation, Louisiana State 
University, 1976.
4 I b i d . ,  p . 21
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APPENDIX A
no
In preparing students in vocational-technical s k i l ls ,  which i f  any, of 
the oral communication a b i l i t ie s  l is te d  below would be o f s ig n if ic a n t benefit  
to the student 1 n gaining and maintaining employment in addition to th e ir  
tra in ing  In a p art ic u la r  s k i l l?
Please ra te  each of the statements which follow and add additional 
statements which you view as necessary.
The student should be able to:
1. Corimunlcate directions c lear ly .
2. Listen to others, understand directions given to 
him/her by others.
3. Communicate ideas to co-workers.
4. Ask questions when in doubt without hesitation.
5. Communicate directions using d if fe re n t  words and 
Ideas when lis teners  misunderstand.
6 . Respond to questions asked by others.
7. Communicate personal enthusiasm fo r  work to be done.
8 . Avoid the use o f Inappropriate or abusive 
language.
9. Can ta lk  before a group or in a one-to-one 
setting and present information c le a r ly ,  accurately  
and in te re s tin g ly .
10. Respect the ideas communicated by others.
‘i
Take oral cr itic ism  w e ll .1 1.
12.
13.
14.
Manage disruptive, behavior and conflic ts  In a 
ra t io n a l ,  logical manner (ta lks things ou t) .
Communicate with individual subordinates about th e ir  
needs and progress.
Communicate with-superiors about problems and d i f f i ­
cu lt ie s  w ithout " te l l in g  tales" or tearing down 
others.
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15* A rtic u la te  and pronounce words c le a r ly  so 
others can understand.
16. Answer the company phone and Id e n tify  s e l f  and 
company.
17. Receive and record phone messages accurately
Please 11st any additional oral communication competencies below. I f  
the competencies re la te  to a specific  f i e ld ,  please complete the following.
18.
19.
20.
2 1 ,
22 .
23.'
These competencies are needed in:
Thank you fo r  your cooperation.
Your Input w i l l  be most useful in determining the outcome o f th is study. 
I f  you would l ik e  a copy of the re su lts , please check. /  /
Name o f Person Completing Survey_______________________________________________
Position or T i t le _______________________________________________________________
Name o f School
Number o f Students Enrolled
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APPENDIX B
Return Address 
Carol S. Hopson
October 18, 1977
Company Address
Dear
I am conducting a doctoral study through the Louisiana State 
U nivers ity  Department o f Speech. The study w i l l  seek to discover 
i f  there is  a co rre la tion  between the oral conrnunication s k i l ls  
and job  performance o f vo ca tio n a lly -te ch n ica lly  tra ined  employees. 
Basica lly  the data gathered w i l l  be used to determine i f  there is  
evidence th a t s k i l l  tra in in g  in ora l conrnunications a ffe c ts  the 
job performance o f employees, e ith e r p o s itiv e ly  or negative ly.
This survey is  designed to determine the oral corronunication 
s k i l ls  most needed by vocationa l-technica l employees. Your answers 
are very Important to  the accuracy o f my research. Your responses, 
in combination w ith those o f other employers and supervisors, w i l l  
form a composite p ro f i le  o f needed speaking s k i l ls .
A group of vocationa l-technica l educators has been selected 
to complete a s im ila r survey on which oral communication competencies 
should be taught as part o f vocationa l-technica l education.
I t  w i l l  take only a short time to complete the survey form. A 
stamped reply envelope is  included fo r  your use. Please return the 
survey form a t your e a r lie s t convenience. I would appreciate your 
re turn ing th is  form w ith in  the next two weeks.
Thank you fo r  your help.
S incere ly,
Carol S. Hopson
CSH:dwm
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In seeking employees in  vocationa l-technica l occupations which, i f  
any, o f the ora l communication a b i l i t ie s  lis te d  below would s ig n if ic a n tly  
bene fit the person in  gaining and maintaining employment in add ition  to 
the person's a b i l i t y  in  his vocational s k i l l?
Please read each o f the statements which fo llow  and rate  the s ta te ­
ment. Space is  provided fo r  you to w rite  in other statements which you 
view as necessary.
The employee should be able to :
1. Cormunicate d irec tions c le a r ly .
2. L isten to  o thers, understand d irec tions  given to 
him/her by others.
3. Communicate ideas to co-workers.
4. Ask questions when in doubt w ithout hes ita tion .
5. Communicate d irec tions using d if fe re n t words and 
ideas when lis te n e rs  misunderstand.
6. Respond to questions asked by others.
7. Communicate personal enthusiasm fo r  work to be done.
8. Avoid the use o f inappropriate or abusive 
language.
9. Can ta lk  before a group or in a one-to-one 
se tting  and present inform ation c le a r ly , accurately 
and in te re s tin g ly .
10 .. Respect the ideas communicated by others. ‘
11. Take ora l c r it ic is m  well .
12. Manage d is ru p tive  behavior and c o n flic ts  in  a 
ra tio n a l, log ica l manner (ta lks  things out).
13. Communicate w ith  ind iv idua l subordinates about th e ir  
needs and progress.
14. Communicate w ith superiors about problems and d i f f i ­
cu lt ie s  w ithout " te l l in g  ta les" or tearing down 
co-workers.
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15. A rtic u la te  and pronounce words c le a r ly  so 
others can understand.
16. Answer the company phone and Id e n tify  s e lf  and 
company.
17. Receive and record phone messages accurate ly.
Please l i s t  any add itiona l ora l communication competencies below. I f  
the competencies re la te  to a sp e c ific  f ie ld ,  please id e n tify  the f ie ld .
18.
19.
20.
21. 
22.
23.
These competencies are needed 1n:
Thank you fo r  your cooperation.
Your Input w i l l  be most useful 1n determining the outcome o f th is  study. 
I f  you would lik e  a copy o f the re s u lts , please check. /  /
Name o f Person Completing Survey___________________________________________
Position o r T it le __________________________________________________________
Name o f Company____________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE
M A K E : ___
SAKE OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL PROGRAM TOO ATTENDED!______________________ _____
SAKE OF CURRENT EMPLOYER;________________________________________________________
Oita ytrn corplmtad vocational training
1. Since completing your vocational training program, you have been—
(1 )  employed f u l l  time
_____  (2) alloyed p a t h time
_____ (3) unable to find employment
  (4) continuing training in another program
2. If employed, you found your praaant job through—
  (1) an employment agancy
(21 a placement eervice connected with the training program
_____  (3) word-of-mouth
_____  (4) nawrpaper ad
_ _ _  (S) other (Pleaee specify)___________
3. Did your current a^loyar interview you prior to employing you?
  (1) yea
  (2) no
4. If you were interviewed for your job how did you feel about the job 
interview? (You may check more than one}
_____  (1) well prepared for the gueetione naked of me
_____  (2) wall prepared to aak neceaaery question*
  (3) not well prepared to anrwer the questions asked of me
(4) not well prepared to ask questions 
_ _ _ _  (S) other (Please apecify)
5. Did your training program include preparation for a job interview?
_____ (1) Yea, I was well trained for job ineerviaws
  (2) Some mention was made of interviewing techniques
(3) HO, no-one prepared me for the job interview
  (4} Other (Please specify)
6. Do you feel that your oral conunication ability with co-workers, superiors
and subordinates (you nay check more than one answer)
  (1) has little or no effect on your Job performance?
  (2) has little or no effect on your job satisfaction?
(3) has moderate effect on your job performance?
_____ (41 has moderate effect on your Job satisfaction?
  (5) has significant effect on your job performance?
_____ (41 has significant effect on your job satisfaction?
7. So you feel that your job training did anything to improve your speaking 
and listening skills7
  (1) yea
  (2) no
  (3) not sure
8. Do you feel that there is any connection beeween your communication skills
and ability to get a Job and do well at work? Please Comment?
9. What is your current job?
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APPENDIX D
C i t y  o f  N e w  O r l e a n s
orrict OF THE MAYOR
PRIDE BUILDS 
NEW ORLEANS
MOON L A N D R IE U
March 22, 1978
Ms. Carol S. Hopson
Professional Support Systems
Delgado College ’
615 City Park Avenue 
New Orleans, LA 70119
Dear Carol:
I  have read your le t te r  concerning the questionnaire fo r  
your doctoral dissertation. There is a need to determine and 
upgrade the language s k i l ls  competency level of a l l  citizens  
in th is conmunity. As you are probably aware, th is issue was 
iterated by Mayor Moon Landrieu in Washington recently.
I t  would probably be to your advantage to contact Ms. Edith 
Jones, who is the d irector of Business in Action, the CETA place­
ment agency for the City o f New Orleans. Ms. Jones may be reached 
at 816 Howard Avenue, telephone 523-6733. She should be able to  
give you any assistance that you may need.
I f  I can be of any further help in this matter, please le t  me
know.
itfice ojj Ma.npowz'i £ Economic VevcZopmetvt !  Wayne. A. Vupiz, ViAzcXofi
CETA /  Room &E06 /  CiXy H a l l
MAn Eqtsof Opportunity Employer"
Yours tru ly
i
Di rector
Office o f Manpower and 
Economic Development
WAD: jb
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APPENDIX E 
LIST OF EDUCATORS RESPONDING TO SURVEY
1. Jacquelyn Lothschuetz
Competency Based Education Specia lis t -  Project PACE 
Delgado College
2. Robert W. Phelps
Registrar & Vocational Guidance Counselor
Jefferson Parish West Sank Vocational-Technical School
3. Jack Wornell
Chairman, Dept, o f Special Needs 
Jefferson Parish Vocational Technical School
A. June P. Tobin
Instructional Developer, Secretary Studies 
Delgado College
5. Lawrence Johnson 
Pri nclpal
John H. Martyn Technical High School
6 . Kenneth McManis
Engineering & Industrial Technology Division 
University of New Orleans
7. I .  Jones
Director of Manpower (Total Community Action)
New Orleans
8 . Harry Boyer
Former Assistant Superintendent for Vocational Technical Education 
State Department of Education 
Baton Rouge, LA
9. Harold Gaspard
Chairman, Radiologic Technology Division 
Delgado College
10. Allen D. Torregano
Assistant Professor of E lectrica l Construction 
Delgado Junior College
11. David D. Johnson 
Counselor
S lid e ll  Vocational-Technical School
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11. John Ard 
Assistant Director
Jefferson Parish Vocational Technical School
12. Mel Uzee
Executive Dean, City Park Campus 
Delgado College
13. Doris M. Dietrich  
Principal
L.E. Rabouin High School 
New Orleans
14. John T. Wynn 
PACE Grant 
Delgado College
15. J. 8 . Ballard
Manager of Instructional Services 
Texas State Technical In s titu te
16. Walter R. Parker, Jr.
D istr ibutive  Education Teacher-Coordinator 
John F. Kennedy Senior High School
17. Fred J. Vogel 
Professor of Education 
University of New Orleans
18. Gene Beyer 
Program Coordinator 
SER Jobs for Progress
19. Rosa Fay Milnar
Chairman of Educational Programs 
Oschner Foundation Hospital 
M eta ir ie , LA
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APPENDIX F
LIST OF EMPLOYERS RESPONDING TO THE SURVEY
1. Jefferson Parish Department of Sewerage 
West Bank
Roy Stewart, Personnel Director
2. Travel Consultants, Inc.
330 International Trade Mart 
New Orleans, LA 70130 
Lewis Hopkins, Co-Owner
3. Mr. James Bailey, Owner Photography Company 
2612 Fourth St.
102-103 
Harvey, LA
4. Union Carbide 
Taft, LA
Robert Keith Roper 
Employment Manager
5. New Orleans Police Department 
S. Broad St.
New Orleans, LA 
Capt. Louis Caruso
6 . J. Ray McDermott 
1010 Common
New Orleans, LA 
Frank M. Wagar,
Corporate Personnel Director
7. Mrs. Albert A. Lowell, Sec. Treas.
P.O. Box 1328
S l id e l l ,  LA
Consulting Engineers & Land Surveyors
8 . Veterans' Hospital 
1601 Perdido St.
New Orleans, LA
Thomas J. Hogan, Personnel O fficer
9. U.S. Department of Justice
D.E.A. -  Drug Enforcement Administration 
New Orleans, LA
Helen Rosala, Personnel Assistant
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10. Woodward, Wright A Co., LTD.
P.O. Box 60370
451 Howard Ave.
New Orleans, LA 
G.O. Rauch, V.P.
11. South Central Bell 
John McLaren
31st St.
Kenner, LA
12. Mr. Hal Hopson 
Manager
Schwegmann Bros. Groceries 
Tall Timbers
13. Thomas J. Hebert 
Personnel Assistant 
Shipyard Division 
Geosource* Inc.
14. New Orleans Public Service, Inc. 
317 Baronne St.
New Orleans, LA 
John W. Vincent, I I  
Personnel Assistant
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APPENDIX G
The Following L is t are Comments Taken From the Educators
and Employers Responses to the Survey. They are Listed In the Order 
in Which They were Received.
EDUCATORS
"Need a f a c i l i t y  with the vocabulary of the chosen technical f ie ld ."
"Should be fam ilia r  with non-verbal communication techniques."
"This is a s k i l l  which requires constant attention and practice by the 
individual involved. An awareness by the individual of the need in 
my opinion is the f i r s t  and most important consideration."
“I believe a l l  the competencies have been covered in this survey."
"Should be able to in terpret w ritten  communications accurately and 
transfer such information o ra lly  to others. They should receive and 
record information in face-to-face situations when dealing with customers. 
Good-will with customers should be promoted at a l l  times."
"Should point out comparative features of d iffe ren t products-Salesman- 
ship. A rticu la te  how additional services w il l  benefit patron-beauty 
culture. Additional services increase p ro fits .  Confidentia lity  of 
information by not disclosing to others should be respected - nursing. 
Explanations of why additional repairs w il l  cut down upkeep cost in long 
run should be given - auto mechanics."
"Use of correct English (grammar) should be stressed. Correct a rt ic u la t io i  
and pronunciation of words should be given."
"Should master vocabulary and idioms to correctly describe the s k i l l  
that he (she) can perform. A b il i ty  to sell himself and his s k i l ls  in 
an interview s itu ation ."
"A b ility  to organize and communicate 1n a logical manner should be taught. 
A b il i ty  to adapt language to occasion and audience. Use of standard 
English in business communication should be stressed."
Appendix G 
Page 2
EMPLOYERS
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" I t  1s necessary to provide private constructive cr itic ism  to 
subordinates. When In a position of supervision, be able to detect 
attitude problems, and personal d i f f ic u l t ie s  reflected 1 n a variation  
of the individual's normal communicative t r a i t s .  (P artic u la rly  when 
work is e ffec ted .) Be a good l is te n e r . Communicate concern and 
understanding. Conrnunicate need fo r  successful completion of 
assignments, and re la te  to employee his position in the overall 
operation. Keep employee informed. Some t r a i ts  apply mainly to 
people In supervision. Other t r a i ts  apply tc a b i l i t ie s  sought in 
applicants that would help them "gain and maintain employment."
Those t ra i ts  are add itionally  needed by the supervisors and managers 
In addition to 13 and 18 thru 2 1 , but may become necessary rather than 
ju s t  desirable when an employee enters supervision."
"Listen and speak to c it izenry  ("customers" served) in a tac tfu l and 
non-abrasive manner."
"Asa supervisor the following competencies are necessary:
Provide private constructive cr itic ism  to subordinates 
Be able to detect a tt itu de  problems, and personal 
d if f ic u l t ie s  reflected 1 n a variation of the 
individuals normal communicative t r a i t s .  (P articu la rly  
when work is effected). Be a good lis ten er .
Communicate concern and understanding.
Communicate need fo r successful completion of assignments, 
and re la te  to employee his position in the overall 
operation.
Keep employee informed."
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APPENDIX H
The Following L ist of Comments are Taken From the Employe 
Responses to the Survey. Respondents were asked '‘Do You feel that 
there is any connection between your communication s k i l ls  and a b i l i t y  
to get a job and do well at work? Please comment: 11 The Responses 
are Listed in the Order in Which They were Received.
"As long as I do work fo r  other men I should communicate fo r better  
understanding to Improve my a b i l i t y  to do work."
"Yes, speaking well and communicating has made my job very easy 
because there is a lo t  of oral communicating that aides me in dealing 
with others."
"Yes, because I work at the SuperDome in the parking area and I 
communicate with a lo t  of people."
"Yes, being able to communicate well and have an understanding of 
communication is a major accessory to obtaining a job and being 
able to keep one."
"Now my English is not as good as I need for my current job and, 
of course, to get a better one."
"Yes, without proper communication i t  is sometimes d i f f i c u l t  to 
perform some task without d irec t supervision."
"Yes, the a b i l i t y  to lis ten  well with understanding procedures and 
requirements enables you to perform the task w e ll."
"No, because during the time that I got the job I was use to working 
and knew a l l  the things that help me keep a job."
"Before you can begin to work with a c l ie n t  you must be able to 
communicate and find out what they do and what th e ir  personal likes  
a re ."
"Yes, s k i l ls  are needed to be able to communicate with people on 
a l l  levels ."
A p p e n d ix  H ( c o n t ' d )  °
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Employee Responses
"I think that i t  made me feel more secure In my a b i l i ty  to communicate.
"I believe communications of s k i l ls  and a b i l i t y  play a very impor­
tant part of getting a job and how well you do i t . "
"Yes, by the way you present yourself at job interviews and by the 
way co-workers and subordinates lis ten  and understand you."
"No, the type of work that I do requires more physical work than 
communication. 11
"Yes, because I'm not a high school graduate and most of this had 
a great aspect on getting the job even though I'm qua lif ied  for  
the job ."
"Yes, because that is what management wants.”
"Yes.”
"No."
" I t  prepares one fo r an interview in a way the tra in ing shows him 
how to present h im se lf.”
"I have to be able to communicate with co-workers and patients to 
see i f  they are progressing s a t is fa c to r i ly  or i f  anything is wrong."
"yes I do, but I had already taken courses before I took the 
vo-tech course, these included listening and communication."
"Communication is an essential s k i l l  for my job because of the 
fac t that I am in constant contact with the public by telephone and 
in personal contact. Knowing how to get along and communicate with 
others is essential in any f ie ld  of employment."
"A person has to be able to communicate well so that he can be able 
to properly present himself to the employer (s e ll  himself). 
Communication is also important with fellow employees (esp. in a 
technical f ie ld )  1 n order to insure e ffic iency , r e l ia b i l i t y  and 
to avoid costly mistakes."
"Communication 1s necessary in a l l  phases of l i f e  listening and 
speaking to each person in the o ff ic e  is d if fe re n t  as each one 
has to be handled d if fe re n t ."
A p p e n d ix  H ( c o n t ' d )
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Em ployee Responses
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"High school speech helped in getting job and communication s k il ls  
are a must in nursing."
"Yes, i t  takes good communication to work well with people and do 
your job and lik ing  i t .  You have to be able to communicate with 
your interviewer."
"Yes, when a personal interview is involved."
"I'm not sure, can you get me another job please."
"No, I can communicate with others w e ll."
"Yes, because you have to know how to explain yourself."
"The f i r s t  impression you give is through oral communication, from 
there the employer can form his own opinion, so you re a lly  have the 
advantage, because you can prepare yourself to be the best; then, 
the employer can 't refuse to h ire as bright as you."
"Yes! There is a connection between my communication s k il ls  and 
a b i l i ty  to get a job and do well at work. S k ills  1n communications 
helped me greatly to do what is expected of me, by understanding 
what is to be done."
"No."
"Yes, there is a connection because i f  you can 't communicate with 
perspective employers chances of your getting a job are slim, and 
chances of keeping a job are none."
"Yes, I do. I t  helps me enjoy a t work."
"Yes, because I l ike  working with people seeing new faces and being 
able to ta lk  to some important people I meet here."
"I think that there is a connection between the communication s k il ls  
and a b i l i t y  to get a job and do well at work."
"I d idn 't have a b i l i t y  with that job. Right now I don't have any 
s k i l ls ,  I jus t worked at gas sta tion . I re a lly  need continue another 
program."
A ppen d ix  H ( c o n t ' d )
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"I feel i f  one can communicate with another i t  makes the job a 
lo t easier for everyone."
"Of course, that is true. I f  there is not s k i l l  or a b i l i t y  the 
looking fo r good job very d if fe re n t  and this is the big problem.
"Yes."
"Yes, my job involves talking with people. Without my training  
in communication my job would be harder. I ju s t  might not be 
working there."
"Yes, everyone want to hear someone speak correct and proper."
"Yes, better communication better outlook and understanding."
"Yes, this course prepared me for any f ie ld  1n electronics and 
gave me a l i t t l e  more confidence to do any job."
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